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Abstract
This thesis presents concepts for understanding and utilizing the spatial behavior of nonlinear
distortion in a millimeter-wave (mmW) multi-antenna transmitter. The work begins with an
approach for radio frequency (RF) link budget and performance evaluation in a multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system. In the approach, the radio channel is decomposed into
independent MIMO channels whose link budgets are analyzed independently using power
dependent nonideal models of RF transceivers.
The nonlinear distortion caused by RF power amplifiers (PAs) is studied in phased array
systems that use analog beamforming. In particular, the focus is on the scenarios in which also the
amplitudes of individual paths are controlled to shape the beam pattern. The differences in the
nonlinear behavior of the individual paths make the beams of the signal and the distortion differ
from each other. This observation is important to consider when specifying the transmitter error
vector magnitude (EVM) and adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) with over-the-air
measurements.
In phased array systems, multiple PAs share the same digital input and hence the PA
linearization by digital predistortion (DPD) turns into an array linearization problem. The
linearization of such an array can be performed by modeling, emulating, or measuring the
transmitter radiated response in various ways. In particular, this thesis discusses different
conductive and radiated feedback receiver approaches and proposes procedures for training the
DPD objective based on the measurements. Linearizing the array in the main lobe does not mean
linearization of individual PAs if the transmit paths differ from each other. In such scenarios, it is
shown that linearizing the signal in the main lobe creates a notch in the training direction that is a
result of OTA combining different nonlinear components. This is shown to make a tradeoff
between the EVM characterized in the steering angle and ACPR integrated over the sphere. It is
proposed that such a problem can be tackled by modifying the nonlinearity of individual paths by
PA bias control to make the distortion of individual paths more similar. This is shown to simplify
the DPD trained in a certain steering angle to be effective also in other directions thus linearizing
both EVM and total radiated ACPR of the array while achieving decent power efficiency.

Keywords: beamforming, DPD, linearization, link budget, mmW, nonlinear distortion,
OTA, phased array, power amplifier, sidelobe reduction
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Tiivistelmä
Tässä väitöskirjatyössä esitetään menetelmiä korkean taajuuden moniantennijärjestelmän epälineaarisen vääristymän tilatason käyttäytymisen ymmärtämiseksi ja hyödyntämiseksi. Työn alkuosa käsittelee radiojärjestelmän linkkibudjettia tavalla, joka yhdistää monikeilalähetyksen ja
radiokanavamallin radiolähettimen ja -vastaanottimen käyttäytymismalleihin. Loppuosa työstä
keskittyy tarkastelemaan tehovahvistimista aiheutuvaa epälineaarista häiriötä vaiheistetuissa keilanmuodostusjärjestelmissä. Työssä havaitaan erojen lähetinhaarojen epälineaarisessa käyttäytymisessä luovan eroja halutun lineaarisen signaalin keilan sekä häiriön keilan välille. Tämän johdosta häiriö voi antennien avulla säteillessään muodostaa erilaisen säteilykuvion kuin lähetetty
signaali. Tämä havainto on erityisen tärkeä ymmärtää, kun muodostetaan säteilevän viereisen
kaistan epälineaarisen häiriön sekä signaalin virhevektorin järjestelmätason vaatimuksia moniantennilähettimille.
Ilmiötä voidaan myös hyödyntää lähettimen linearisoinnissa. Vaiheistetuissa ryhmissä useat
antennikohtaiset tehovahvistimet jakavat yhden yhteisen tulon, jota voidaan digitaalisesti esivääristää. Tällaisissa ryhmissä lähettimen digitaalinen esivääristys (DPD) muuttuu säteilevän keilan
esivääristämiseksi, joka sisältää myös antennit sekä niiden tilatason summausvaikutuksen. Ryhmän linearisointi voidaan suorittaa käsittelemällä koko lähetinryhmää yhtenä epälineaarisena
komponenttina. Työssä esitetään erilaisia havainnointivastaanotinstrategioita sekä menetelmiä
DPD-objektin muodostamiseksi hyödyntäen ryhmästä eri suuntiin säteilevän aaltomuodon mallinnusta ja mittauksia. Työssä huomataan, että lähettimen linearisointi tietyssä suunnassa ei takaa
linearisointia muissa suunnissa, jos haarojen epälineaariset käyttäytymiset eroavat toisistaan.
Tällöin yhden suunnan linearisointi muodostaa minimin häiriölle halutussa suunnassa summaamalla epälineaarisia komponentteja tilatasossa. Tällaisissa tapauksissa haarojen epälineaarisuutta voidaan analogisesti muokata esimerkiksi tehovahvistimien toimintapisteitä muuttamalla
siten, että niiden epälineaarisuus muuttuu samankaltaiseksi. Työssä näytetään simuloinnein ja
mittauksin, että tällöin yhden suunnan linearisoinnilla voidaan saavuttaa lineaarinen lähtösignaali kaikissa suunnissa hyvällä hyötysuhteella tapauksissa missä tehovahvistimien lähtöamplitudeja halutaan kontrolloida.

Asiasanat: digitaalinen esivääristys, epälineaarinen häiriö, keilanmuodostus, langaton
mittaus, linearisointi, linkkibudjetti, millimetriaalto, sivukeilojen pienennys,
tehovahvistin, vaiheistettu ryhmä
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List of abbreviations
ai

amplitude weight of ith PA input

am

complex-valued gain of mth propagation path

α

scaling factor

α p,l

amplitude weight of stream p in antenna l

arg( )

argument of a complex number

b̂

estimated model coefficients

bl,k

kth order nonlinear coefficient of lth PA

bm,k

mth memory tap of kth order nonlinearity

c0

speed of light in free space

C( f )

frequency response of the calibration filter

C

set of complex numbers

df
dˆ

far-field distance

dm,k

mth memory tap and kth order DPD coefficient

D

cross-section of antenna array

∆ϕ

relative phase shift

ηEIRP

effective isotropic efficiency

ηTRP

total radiated efficiency

e

neper constant

EVMtot

total error vector magnitude

EVMi

error vector magnitude contribution of ith block

f

frequency

f0

center frequency

fn

frequency sample n

F(n, φ )

radiation pattern of sample n

FA

radiation pattern of array

Fi

radiation pattern of ith antenna element in array

Flin

radiation pattern of the linear signal components

Fnlin

radiation pattern of the nonlinear signal components

Fnr

antenna pattern of nr th receiving antenna

estimated DPD coefficients
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Fnt

antenna pattern of nt th transmit antenna

hnr ,nt (τm ,t)

time-dependent delay domain channel from nt th transmit antenna to nr th
receiving antenna

H

channel matrix

HAVG

channel matrix averaged over frequency domain

Hi

frequency domain channel coefficients from ith antenna towards
observation direction

Hnr ,nt

complex-valued channel from nt th transmit antenna to nr th receiving
antenna

( )H

conjugate transpose of a matrix or vector

i

count index

j

imaginary unit

k
~k

index of nonlinear order

K

highest order of modeled nonlinearity

Ki,k

kth order coefficient of ith PA model

l

PA index

λ

wavelength

λ0

wavelength at the center frequency

λi

ith eigenvalue

Lλ i

path loss of ith MIMO path

ΛAM

AMAM response of the LUT model

ΛPM

AMPM response of the LUT model

m

memory index

M

memory length of the model

n

sample index

nr

index of the receiving antenna

nt

index of the transmit antenna

ν

Doppler shift

NA

number of antennas

Nbeams

number of beams

Nblocks

number of cascaded blocks

ND

number of delay taps
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three-dimensional wave-vector

Nr

number of receiving antennas

Ns

number of time domain samples

Nt

number of transmit antennas

Nφ

number of azimuth angles

Nθ

number of elevation angles

p

data stream index

pin

instantaneous input power

ϕ

phase of signal

ϕ p,l

beamforming phase of stream p in antenna l

φ

azimuth angle

φs

azimuth steering angle

φI

azimuth angle of interfering signal

φD

azimuth angle of desired signal

φmD

azimuth angle of departure of mth propagation path

φmA

azimuth angle of arrival of mth propagation path

φn

nth measured or simulated azimuth angle

P

power

Pi

power of ith block

Pin

input RMS power

Pn

noise power

PTx

transmit power

PS

signal power

PRx

received signal power

Pnon-ideal

power of the non-ideal components

Plin

RMS power of linear signal components

Pnlin

RMS power of nonlinear signal components

PDC

DC power consumption

~rnr

location of the nr th receiving antenna in Cartesian coordinate system

~rnt

location of the nt th transmit antenna in Cartesian coordinate system

~ri

location of the ith antenna element in Cartesian coordinate system

rx,i

x-coordinate of ith the antenna element

ry,i

y-coordinate of ith the antenna element

rz,i

z-coordinate of ith the antenna element
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sp

pth data stream

σ

standard deviation

SNRtot

total signal-to-noise ratio

SNRmax

maximum achievable signal-to-noise ratio

SNRRx

receiver signal-to-noise ratio

SNRn

noise-limited signal-to-noise ratio

SNRq

quantization-limited signal-to-noise ratio

t

time

()T

transpose of a matrix or vector

τm

delay of mth propagation path

τg

group delay

θ

elevation angle

θn

nth measured or simulated elevation angle

θs

elevation steering angle

θmA

elevation angle of arrival of mth propagation path

θmD

elevation angle of departure of mth propagation path

~ui

ith left singular vector

ux

x-component of ~u

uy

y-component of ~u

uz

z-component of ~u

~vi

ith right singular vector

wi

beamforming weight of ith antenna

~w

beamforming weights as vector

x

input of nonlinear model

xi

input of ith antenna

~xin

input of the system in vector format

xin,dpd

linearized input

x̂MP

estimated input

xl

input of lth PA

X

input terms stacked in matrix format

y

output of nonlinear model

yk,m

mth memory tap of kth order output observation

yi

output of ith PA
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~y

output samples stacked into vector format

~ylin

linear part of the antenna inputs given as vector

~ynlin

nonlinear part of the antenna inputs given as vector

yout,l

output of lth PA

Yarray

frequency domain output of array

Yi

frequency domain output of ith antenna

Y

output observations stacked into matrix format

Yota ( f )

signal spectrum when measured with reference antenna

Yfb ( f )

signal spectrum when measured with common feedback line

Z+

set of positive integers

∂

partial derivative

2D

two-dimensional

3D

three-dimensional

3GPP

third-generation partnership project

4G

fourth-generation

5G

fifth-generation

5GNR

fifth-generation new radio

6G

sixth-generation

ACLR

adjacent channel leakage ratio

ACP

adjacent channel power

ACPR

adjacent channel power ratio

ADC

analog-to-digital converter

ADS

Advanced Design System

AF

array factor

AGC

automatic gain control

AI

artificial intelligence

AMAM

amplitude-modulation to amplitude-modulation

AMPM

amplitude-modulation to phase-modulation

AUX

auxiliary

AWG

arbitrary waveform generator

AWGN

additive-white-Gaussian-noise
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BER

bit error rate

Bi

bipolar

BLER

block error rate

BS

base station

BW

bandwidth

Cadence

Computational Software for Intelligent System Design

CACP

cumulative adjacent channel power

CACPR

cumulative adjacent channel power ratio

CC

component carrier

CDF

cumulative distribution function

CMOS

complementary metal oxide semiconductor

cmW

centimeter-wave

CP

cyclic prefix

CSI

channel state information

CW

continuous-wave

DAC

digital-to-analog converter

DC

direct current

DFE

digital front-end

DFT

discrete Fourier transform

DSP

digital signal processing

DPD

digital predistortion

DUT

device under test

EIRP

effective isotropic radiated power

EMC

electromagnetic compatibility

EVM

error vector magnitude

FB

feedback

FE

front-end

FIR

finite impulse response

FMCW

frequency-modulated continuous-wave

FOM

figure or merit

FR1

frequency range 1

FR2

frequency range 2

GaN

gallium nitride
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GaAs

gallium arsenide

GSCM

geometry-based stochastic channel model

HW

hardware

IC

integrated circuit

IDFT

inverse discrete Fourier transform

IF

intermediate frequency

IIR

infinite impulse response

IMD

intermodulation distortion

IM3

third-order intermodulation

IQ

in-phase quadrature-phase

IV

current-voltage

I2C

inter-integrated circuit

LINC

linear amplification by nonlinear components

LNA

low noise amplifier

LOS

line-of-sight

LO

local oscillator

LS

least-squares

LTE

Long Term Evolution

LUT

look-up-table

MC

Monte-Carlo

MCS

modulation and coding scheme

MF

matched filter

MIMO

multiple-input multiple-output

MMIC

monolithic microwave integrated circuit

mmW

millimeter-wave

MP

memory polynomial

MRT

maximum ratio transmission

MT

mobile terminal

NF

noise figure

NLOS

non-line-of-sight

OFDM

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

OTA

over-the-air

PA

power amplifier
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PAE

power-added efficiency

PAPR

peak-to-average-power ratio

PCB

printed circuit board

PER

packet error rate

PNA

programmable network analyzer

PSG

programmable signal generator

QAM

quadrature amplitude modulation

RF

radio frequency

RFFE

radio frequency front-end

RFIC

radio frequency integrated circuit

RMS

root-mean-square

RRC

root-raised cosine

RT

ray-tracing

Rx

receiver

SCPI

standard commands for programmable instruments

SDR

signal-to-distortion ratio

SE

spectral efficiency

SER

symbol error rate

SiGe

silicon germanium

SINR

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

SISO

single-input single-output

SLL

sidelobe level

SMPM

sub-miniature push-on micro

SNR

signal-to-noise ratio

SNDR

signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio

SVD

singular value decomposition

SOI

silicon-on-insulator

S-parameters scattering parameters
SW

switch

TDD

time-division duplex

TRACPR

total radiated adjacent channel power ratio

TRP

total radiated power

TRx

transceiver
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Tx

transmitter

VGA

variable gain amplifier

VNA

vector network analyzer

VSA

vector signal analyzer

UE

user equipment

ULA

uniform linear array

USB

Universal Serial Bus

UXA

X-series signal analyzer

VSA

vector signal analyzer

WLAN

Wireless Local Area Network

ZF

zero forcing
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background and motivation for the thesis

Ubiquitous wireless access to the internet through smartphones is nowadays taken for
granted in most parts of the world. The amount of mobile data traffic continues to grow
and reached 49 exabytes per month at the end of 2020 [1]. The expectation is for this
to reach five times more data traffic per month by 2026. The data rate requirements
continues to grow mostly due to the improved video quality that currently takes 66
percent of all mobile data traffic [1]. Theoretical download data rates of cellular systems
have expanded from 300 Mbit/s in fourth-generation (4G) systems to 10 Gbit/s in
fifth-generation (5G) systems, while the typical user experienced data rates are currently
about 40 Mbit/s in 4G and 300 Mbit/s in 5G [2]. Even though the theoretical limits are
never reached, the systems obviously require a better link design and more realistic
assumptions to approach the potential data rates. Building 5G is only in the beginning
and it is expected that 5G reaches to carry 50 percent of the mobile data traffic within
five years [1]. A similar trend to that of cellular systems is also seen in other Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLANs) such as IEEE802.11 systems [3].
To meet such data rate requirements, modern systems has started to move the
enhanced mobile broadband services from current microwave systems operating at
below 6 GHz frequencies towards centimeter-wave (cmW) and millimeter-wave (mmW)
frequencies where wider bandwidths are available. For example, 5G is divided into
two regions called frequency range 1 (FR1) and frequency range 2 (FR2), and the
second region contains frequency bands from 24.25 GHz to 52.6 GHz with maximum
aggregated bandwidths of 1.2 GHz [4]. FR2 systems are already available in the
USA [5] while in, for example, European countries, these frequencies are still not in
active commercial use [6]. In addition, WLAN utilizes a 60 GHz frequency region
in IEEE802.11ad [7] and IEEE802.11ay [8]. While still finalizing the research and
development related to 5G, the industry and academia has already started to look ahead
towards sixth-generation (6G) [9], which is expected to be available around 2030. Once
again, the higher data rates and wider signal bands are envisioned and the research focus
is moving again higher from mmW frequencies towards the THz region.
Modern wireless systems rely on multi-antenna technologies where the transceivers
(TRxs) are equipped with antenna arrays to divide users in space and even deliver
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multiple data streams into individual users. In 5G, the role of multi-antenna technologies
has expanded further in a massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) concept
[10, 11] based on a high number of base station antennas and spatial division of users.
Large antenna arrays are already used in sub-6GHz systems, but their role is further
increased in mmW systems. The size of a single antenna element decreased as the
frequency increases, which makes it possible to pack more antenna elements in a
compact form factor [12]. A large number of antenna elements is unavoidable in order
to maintain the radiating antenna area and fight against the increased path loss per single
element. Furthermore, very wide signal bandwidths increase the power consumption
and size of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
compared to the rest of the radio frequency (RF) electronics [13–15]. This problem can
be addressed either by decreasing the number of bits in the data converters [14–16] or by
reducing the number of converters by dividing the signal in analog domain to multiple
antenna elements [14, 17–19]. In this thesis, the main focus is the second approach.
The implementation is called phased array and has been the dominant technology
to implement mmW systems, for example, in the radar industry in the past [20]. In
addition to phase control, the amplitudes of the individual elements are also desired to
be controlled in order to increase the beamforming performance, suppress sidelobes, and
form zeros to the beam pattern [21, 22].
Power amplifiers (PAs) have been the most power hungry RF component in past
systems, and improving the PA efficiency has been one of the key challenges in wireless
transmitters (Txs) for decades [14, 23]. Waveforms used in communications tend to
have a high peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) that requires driving the PAs with a
large backoff from their most power efficient region to maintain the linear output [24].
High linearity is required due to the high-order modulations that improve the spectral
efficiency (SE), and to maintain low out-of-band distortion that interferes with the
other systems and users. Hence, linearity, and efficiency are challenging to achieve
simultaneously in the same system [25].
In phased array systems, each antenna usually has a dedicated PA. Compared to
the lower frequencies, the output power per PA is reduced from hundreds of watts in
sub-6GHz systems [26] to a level of 100 mW [27] in mmW depending on the application.
The output power reduction is due to four main reasons: physical size, capability of
the PA technologies [27], increased losses in circuits, and higher number of PAs per
Tx. The physical size limitation is related to the increased losses in circuits and signal
routing to the small antenna elements. To minimize the losses between the PA and
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antenna, the PAs are placed as close to the antenna as possible and circulators are not
typically used as isolating components [28]. Packing a large amount of electronics in a
small size also causes challenges in thermal management [29] and has a direct impact on
the lifetime of the devices. Hence, PA efficiency in mmW systems is still one of the key
problems in RF design.
Using multiple antennas and beamforming requires rethinking the basic linearity
metrics of the Txs. This is because in mmW systems the individual transmit paths do not
typically have antenna connectors and hence the traditional specification boundary in the
Tx output is not often accessible. In fifth-generation new radio (5GNR) standard [30, 31]
requirements, the specification boundary has been moved from the Tx output to the
radiated far field. Hence, the linearity of mmW systems, including the PAs, is also
characterized by over-the-air (OTA) measurements [31, 32]. In the system level, the
commonly used metrics to characterize the linearity are error vector magnitude (EVM)
and adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR). The first metric describes the modulation
error in the signal constellation and can be considered to be a measure of in-band
distortion [33,34]. The EVM requirement depends on modulations and in 5G even a 256quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used which means extremely tight in-band
linearity requirements. ACPR (also known as adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) in
new communication standards) describes the signal leakage to adjacent frequency bands
that potentially create interference for systems and users operating in those bands. Both
of the metrics can be improved by linearization techniques, but their behavior in antenna
array systems has to be first understood.
Traditionally, the PA linearization in cellular base stations (BSs) is performed by
using digital predistortion (DPD) [35]. The performance of the DPD relies on the
accurate observation measurements of the coupled PA output. However, in phased array
systems, multiple PAs share the same digital signal chain which makes linearization
of the individual PAs challenging by only digital methods [II] [36]. Hence, in phased
array DPD, multiple elements have to be linearized by a single digital predistorter
and measured by an observation receiver that takes into account the antenna array
effects. If all PA elements are very similar, this is not a problem, but in practice,
the PA elements tend to have differences in their nonlinear behavior due to various
reasons. In short, those sources of differences in nonlinear behavior may arise, for
example, from co-impact between the individual transmit paths caused by input or
output coupling [37, 38], amplitude-varying beamforming [II, IV-V, [39]], and the
differences originating from natural component variations [III]. In such cases, the
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radiated distortion characteristics depend on the beamforming directions which make
the linearization concepts for phased arrays not as straight forward to derive as for
single-antenna systems. The DPD linearization changes from the PA linearization to a
pre-distortion of Tx beam that includes the impact of all Tx components and antennas.
Thus, in order to tailor the linearization to the OTA specified system level figures of
merit (FOMs) of linearity, new methods and concepts are required in feedback receiver
arrangements and DPD techniques.
1.2

Literature review

At the beginning of the author’s research work leading to this thesis in 2015, there
were only a few works available on the linearization of phased arrays. Although
OTA combining had been used for Tx linearization in [40] in 2011 by combining
multiple constant-envelope signals to simultaneously form a beam and compose the
modulated signal, the views for utilizing those in large-scale mmW phased arrays were
missing. In 2014, [41] studied the DPD linearization in traditional MIMO systems,
but the aim of linearization was in each antenna output individually. Linearization
of an analog beamforming transmitter by DPD had been proposed in [42] 2015, but
the spatial behavior of the linearization had not been analyzed in the open literature.
Consequently, the author believes that there is room for new findings around the topics
of this thesis. During the last six years, the topic of phased array linearization has
gained more publicity as 5G standardization has evolved towards the commercial use of
mmW frequencies in cellular systems. Linearity of multi-antenna transmitter have been
studied in multiple different scenarios and beamforming architectures. In standard fully
digital beamforming architectures, the impact of nonlinear distortion in multi-stream
transmission was studied in [43, 44] in 2014-2015. Special attention to the spatial
distribution of the distortion components has been illustrated in [VIII] and in more
detail in [45–47]. In analog beamforming systems, i.e., phased arrays, the distortion
behavior has been studied in [48] and it has been claimed that the maximum of the
distortion is radiated towards the direction of the main beam, for example, in [46].
However, this totally depends on assumptions and especially on how the signal looks in
each antenna input. An example of this was addressed by the doctoral candidate in
[IV] where it was shown that when the PA outputs are very different, common DPD
can linearize the system by combining multiple nonlinear components over-the-air. In
this case, the maximum of the distortion is not in the main lobe of the original beam.
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Similar observations were made in [49] where the differences were caused by load
pulling of neighboring PAs due to the finite antenna isolation. Hence, it is certainly
possible that the claim "In the single-user beamforming case, the distortion resulting
from nonlinearities is beamformed into the same direction as the desired signal" of
paper [46] does not hold if the system applies spatial linearization by using, for example,
array DPD in case when the nonlinear elements have different nonlinear behavior.
In recent years, a number of works have shown analytical and experimental results
on array linearization by DPD. In 2015, [42] considered that all PAs should be measured.
In the same year, experimental works [50] and [51] showed multi-antenna transmitter
implementation and a system that used a reference antenna to train a common DPD for
the array. In the following year, [52] considered that a single PA feedback can be used to
linearize the array with decent performance. In 2017, the doctoral candidate considered
an over-the-air approach for linearization in [IV] and demonstrated the simulated beams
of the distortion with DPD. A beam-oriented linearization concept in [36] used a similar
approach as [IV] and showed experimental results on phased array linearization by DPD
in 2.5 and 3.5 GHz using an four-element array. In the same year, DPD linearization was
also studied for multiple simultaneous beams in hybrid beamforming systems in [53] but
the results were limited to the SNR analysis without deep insights of the distortion
spatial behavior. Since those studies, various works that applied digital predistortion for
phased array have been presented in the literature in 2018 [49, 54–59], 2019 [60–67]
2020 [68–73], and in 2021 [39, 74, 75]. These works are cited later on in this thesis in
Chapter 5.
1.3

Objectives and scope

The topics of this thesis are divided into four main parts which are:
1. Link budget design and performance evaluation in multi-beam transmission under
RF TRx nonidealities
2. Nonlinear distortion and linearization in phased array systems
3. Impacts of PA nonlinearity in multi-stream transmission
4. Nonlinear distortion in an array receiver.
The first topic relates to a problem of deriving system level specifications for a multiantenna RF TRxs in a presence of all most significant RF nonidealities. The capacity and
data rate performance is often evaluated in link-level simulations under ideal conditions
which is one of the reasons why the maximum achievable rates are rarely reached in
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the field. For this, this thesis tries to provide an answer by presenting an approach for
analyzing the link budget and evaluating the performance. The other three topics focus
more on the behavior of nonlinear distortion in TRx arrays. The major part of this thesis
falls under topic 2 and deals with phased array linearization by DPD. In particular,
the focus is on the phased array transmitters where the amplitude and phase of each
antenna path is controlled in order to steer and shape the beam pattern. As previously
mentioned, in phased array systems the DPD has to linearize multiple PAs as a group.
This emerging topic is highly relevant in active antenna arrays that are used in 5G and
6G systems. The objective is to understand the spatial behavior of distortion and the
contribution of each PA with and without DPD applied to the array. Understanding and
visualizing the basic phenomena helps to give views on the RF beamforming, Tx design,
calibration, and PA design in phased array systems that use linearization. Moreover, the
distortion behavior in linearized systems is important to understand when designing
system level specifications as well as test methods for future communication systems.
Apart from the PA nonlinearity in phased array systems, this thesis also analyzes the
distortion in multi-beam transmitters where each PA is exited by a sum of multiple
independent signals. Such a case is highly relevant especially in lower frequency systems
that tend to use digital beamforming. Similarly, the multi-beam scenarios are useful in
higher frequencies in so-called hybrid beamforming systems where multiple analog
beamformers may be connected to the same antenna array. Furthermore, a similar
analysis of nonlinear distortion behavior in multi-antenna receiver is conducted. These
topics together aim for a systematic understanding of RF behavior in multi-antenna
systems.
Based on the previously mentioned focus areas, the following research questions are
formulated:
Q1. How to design link-budget for multi-beam transmission that takes into account
various RF-nonidealities?
In general, all nonidealitites have an impact on the performance of the system.
Different blocks and components dominate the performance in different power levels.
These levels can be mapped into different radio channel conditions and link ranges
which makes it challenging to derive specifications for the entire RF systems in various
kinds of user conditions. This means that analyzing the system with only a single
nonideality leads to correct results only in the region where it dominates. Using spatial
multiplexing to transmit multiple streams complicates the link design even further as
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individual users may have multiple parallel links that carry different data content, but
use the same RF TRx resources. Q1 is the main research question in original publication
[I] and Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Q2. How does the distortion behave in a phased array transmitter?
The behavior of PA-originated nonlinear distortion in beamforming systems is
interesting as the distortion also experiences the antenna array response. However, as
the beam is shaped and steered by employing progressive differences over the antenna
elements, the differences in nonlinear distortion of individual PAs also steer and shape
the beam of the distortion. Hence, the beam of the distortion is not only a scaled version
of the original signal beam if the individual PAs have different signal-to-distortion
ratios (SDRs). These phenomena make beamforming and linearity dependent on each
other especially when the amplitudes of the individual transmit paths are controlled. On
the other hand, the spatial behavior of the distortion raises the question about whether
the multiple elements can help the system to improve linearity. Q2 is addressed in
original articles [II]-[VII] in different ways and more insights can be found from this
thesis in Chapter 3 without linearization and in Chapter 5 with DPD linearization.
Q3. Can phased array be linearized with a single digital linearizer?
In phased array DPD, the linearization strategy had to be changed from a single PA
linearization to an array linearization. In particular, if the individual transmit path has
different shapes of nonlinearity, linearizing each individual PAs is not possible with
only digital methods applied to the common input. The main fundamental problems
are in the conceptual level: What to linearize? How to measure output observations
from multiple PA and antennas? How to construct the DPD objective based on the
observations? These are the main questions to be considered in order to answer yes to
Q3. The DPD of a phased array is addressed in original papers [II]-[VII] from which
[II]-[V] focus especially on the scenarios where individual transmit paths have different
input amplitudes. It is shown that even in those scenarios a single DPD can linearize the
system. Q3 is also analyzed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Q4. Can we direct or redistribute the distortion to benefit linearity by using multiple
antennas and transmit paths?
Antenna arrays are used for beamforming the signal to different directions. Similarly,
multiple elements can be used to beamform the distortion. In other words, multiple
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antenna elements and transmit paths can help the linearization by combining multiple
nonlinear components to generate linear output in a certain spatial direction. In such a
case, the beam of the distortion may look different than the linear part of the beam and the
antenna array is part of the linearization system acting as a spatial combiner. In a phased
array system, the overall process for spatial linearization is a combination of analog and
digital processing. Q4 is answered in papers [II-VII] as well as in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Q5. How do different amplitude control techniques have an impact on the beam
linearity and digital linearization?
In order to shape the beam pattern, the system has to control the amplitudes of the individual antenna elements, in addition to the signal phase. In those cases, the nonlinearity
of individual transmit paths is very different. This is a particularly interesting case for
the DPD linearization. Q5 is addressed in papers [III]-[V] from which [III] focuses on
the DPD for a case of random amplitude errors in PA inputs, while papers [IV] and [V]
analyze the DPD linearization in amplitude-tapered phased arrays. This question is also
answered in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.
Q6. What are the possible feedback arrangements and linearization strategies for
array linearization by a single digital predistorter?
DPD training is usually based on measured observations of the nonlinear PA output.
In phased arrays, these observations are constructed as a weighted sum of multiple
nonlinear outputs that has to be sampled by feedback receiver (Rx) arrangements. There
are multiple ways of generating the observations that have different pros and cons in
their complexity, design challenges, and achievable performance. The possible feedback
arrangements are, in particular, analyzed in article [VII], but various views on the
feedback problem are presented in all papers [II]-[VII]. The analysis is also put together
in this thesis in Section 5.2.
Q7. How does nonlinearity affect the system performance in multi-stream transmission compared to single-stream transmission?
When transmitting multiple independent data signals, i.e., streams, simultaneously by
the same RF resources, the individual antenna and PA paths are exited by a sum of
multiple independent signals. The signals are usually transmitted to different directions
by using varying phase and amplitude weighting in each antenna element. However, the
nonlinearity of the PA mixes these signals together and causes distortion terms that
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depend on both of the streams. The resulted phases and amplitudes of the distortion
components, over the array elements, dictate their spatial response. This impact makes it
challenging to transmit multiple streams with different transmit power. Q7 is considered
in paper [VIII] and Section 6.1 of this dissertation.
Q8. How does nonlinear distortion behave in a phased array receiver?
In cellular systems, RF receivers have to handle large dynamics of different signal
levels depending on the link range, transmit power, prevailing channel conditions, and
interference environment. Automatic gain control (AGC) is used to fit the Rx gain to the
received signal power and enable its linear operation. In phased array systems, the gain
control can be implemented in various ways in individual receive paths as well as in the
common paths after the individual paths are summed. The sum node and the individual
Rx paths (antennas) see very different antenna responses. When multiple signals arrive
to the Rx array, the beamforming aims to separate the desired signal from the interfering
signals that are sometimes called blockers. Q8 is considered particularly in paper [VIII]
and Section 6.2 of this thesis.
1.4

Research methods and materials

This thesis aims to answer the questions derived in the previous section. The problemsolving method is analytical, but the experiments, simulations, and visualization of
the results play the main role when deriving the conclusions and building the overall
concept. Example scenarios and case studies are used in the original publications to
prove the concepts and improve understanding. To study the array linearization, the
authors have tried to select the most interesting cases in which the studied phenomena
are clearly visible, and thus stand out from the other publications in the field.
The simulation results presented in this thesis and the corresponding original articles
are mostly performed in Matlab. In [VIII], System Vue is also used as a simulation tool.
The simulated scattering parameters (S-parameters) of the feedback implementation in
[VII] are done in Advanced Design System (ADS). The data for the look-up-table (LUT)
models used in PA simulations are extracted either from circuit level simulations from
Computational Software for Intelligent System Design (Cadence) or from measurements
of a reference implementation. The Matlab-based array simulator used in papers [III],
[IV] and [V] has been developed and implemented by the author. The antenna array
modeling is based on the basic principles antenna theory and can be found, for example,
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from [76]. However, note that although the used spherical coordinate systems are partly
different in this thesis, the basic principle remains the same. The reference antenna
designs are done in CST microwave studio, and the reference antenna patterns are
extracted to Matlab where the overall array patterns are generated. In Matlab-simulations,
Communications Toolbox is used to generate the QAM waveform, and calculate the
EVM and ACPR.
As a measurement platform, this thesis uses phased array TRx developed in 5G
Communication with a Heterogeneous, Agile Mobile network in the Pyeongchang
wInter Olympic competitioN (5GChampion) project [77]. This project developed a
proof-of-concept mmW wireless backhaul demonstrator that was publicly presented in
the Korean winter Olympic games in 2018. The TRx design was based on state-of-the-air
mmW RF components that were available that time on the market. The RF printed
circuit board (PCB) and antenna design were performed at the university of Oulu,
and the doctoral candidate contributed to the project especially in the early phase
by providing help in the system design, measurements and test routines. The PCB
manufacturing, component assembly, and wire bonding of the bare Die components
were done by professional companies.
OTA-measurements are performed in an anechoic chamber at the University of
Oulu premises unless otherwise noted. The digital signal processing is implemented
in both Matlab and by using commercial vector signal analyzer (VSA) software. An
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) and programmable signal generator (PSG) are
used to generate the test waveform samples at RF or intermediate frequency (IF)
frequency. The waveform is sampled by using commercial standard gain horn antenna
and X-series signal analyzer (UXA). All measurements are automated by using Matlab
and standard commands for programmable instruments (SCPI) programming language.
The S-parameters in [VII] and power sweep measurements in [V] are measured by
programmable network analyzer (PNA). In [V], the multi-channel current measurement
system is based on Raspberry Pi and python control software.
1.5

Contributions in original publications

In this section, we briefly summarize the scientific contribution of each paper and specify
the roles of each author in the papers.
Paper [I] addresses the multidisciplinary problem of deriving link budget and
evaluating the performance of a 5G cellular system operating at mmW frequencies. In
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particular, the paper aims to evaluate the achieved data rates under nonideal RF models in
a single-user MIMO system. It combines the analysis of antennas and wave propagation
to the RF transceiver specifications, MIMO, and beamforming. The contribution of the
doctoral candidate in article [I] was to integrate the propagation model to the simulator,
derive the beamforming and spatial multiplexing, and construct the PA EVM models.
The doctoral candidate also had a major role in providing the original ideas of the paper
and he was responsible for the major parts of the paper revisions. Prof. Pärssinen was
mainly responsible for the general ideas, system level calculations, and the assumptions
on the RF performance of different building blocks. Dr. Tuovinen was responsible
for the reference antenna design, major part of the simulator implementation, and the
overall writing process of the manuscript first version.
Paper [II] is an overview of phased array DPD. It describes the problem of linearizing
multiple elements with a single digital input and discusses the FOMs describing the
radiated nonlinearity. In the example case, the paper showed the experimental DPD
results of a 28 GHz phased array transmitter using 5GNR waveform. The main
observation was that with DPD trained at the steering angle, the spatial maximum of
the adjacent channel power (ACP) is not necessarily in the training direction. This
observation should be considered when designing linearization concepts for phased
arrays, measuring the performance with OTA measurements, and eventuating the
system level impacts of the DPD linearization. The doctoral candidate had the primary
responsibility for writing article [II]. He proposed the concepts based on personal work
and literature, performed measurements including the implementation of the automated
measurement routines, and derived the analysis of the results. Dr. Leinonen provided
valuable help and support in the writing process and especially on the third-generation
partnership project (3GPP) terminology, regulatory limitations, and OTA testing. Mr.
Jokinen provided support and hard work in the measurements and the many device under
test (DUT)-specific control routines of the phased array platform. Dr. Aikio served as a
technical advisor and provided valuable help in the writing process of the paper. Dr.
Kursu was responsible for the mmW phased array platform design and implementation
and provided comments during the writing process. In addition, Prof. Rahkonen and
Prof. Pärssinen supervised the work.
Paper [III] studied the impact of random amplitude variations of PA inputs on the
performance of the phased array DPD. The paper speculated that random amplitude
variations can come from any source before the PAs, including intended (beamforming)
and unintended (amplitude errors). The paper showed that the DPD of a phased array
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can benefit from the parametric variations over parallel PAs to achieve better linearity in
the steering angle. However, the improvement is achieved at the cost of deteriorated
total radiated ACPR performance. This gives a new trade-off to balance between
in-band and out-off-band distortion in the mmW beamforming systems. The doctoral
candidate had the primary role in writing article [III], and was responsible for the theory,
simulator implementation, simulations, visualization, data analysis, and the results. Dr.
Leinonen provided valuable help in the statistical analysis, feedback receiver ideas,
and interpretation of the results. Dr. Aikio provided the data for the PA simulation
model and contributed to the writing process by providing many valuable comments and
suggestions. In addition, Prof. Rahkonen helped in technical matters and provided
suggestions on the manuscript. Prof. Pärssinen helped to improve the writing and
understand the results, and provided ideas for the visualization. He also acted as a
supervisor of the work.
The topic of paper [IV] was DPD of amplitude tapered phased array. The input
amplitudes of the individual PAs were controlled to perform sidelobe reduction while
the system was linearized in the steering angle. The DPD was trained with the estimated
radiated far field response composed by the individual PA outputs. It was observed
that the DPD can make the outputs of lower driven PAs to expand, which cancels some
of the compression of higher driven PA outputs. The spatial behavior was visualized
by simulating the beam of the channel power and ACP. In addition, it was shown that
if the DPD training angle is varied, the main lobe linearity is decreased. In article
[IV], the doctoral candidate was responsible for the writing process, theory, simulator
implementation, simulations, data analysis, and the results. The data used to generate
the PA model was delivered by Dr. Aikio who also provided a significant amount of
comments and suggestions, supervised the writing process, and contributed to the initial
ideas. Dr. Tuovinen contributed by providing the antenna element model and contributed
in the writing by providing comments and suggestions. Prof. Rahkonen provided
valuable help in the PA linearization principles and visualization of the results. In
addition, Prof. Pärssinen provided a great amount of discussion help when brainstorming
the paper content and supervised the work.
Paper [V] expanded concepts from paper [IV] to perform amplitude tapering by
using PA biasing, and, linearize the array by DPD trained at the steering angle. The
main objective was to reduce the beam pattern side lobes without deteriorating the PA
efficiency and linearize the array in all directions at the same time by the common DPD.
The amplitude control was implemented by tuning the PA gate voltages digitally by
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voltage DACs and observing the output power and phase. The concept was validated
by an extensive measurement campaign with modulated signals. In the best scenario,
the proposed bias tapering and combined DPD showed a -23.5 dB maximum sidelobe
level with 4.8% main-lobe EVM and a -41.6 dB total radiated adjacent channel power
ratio (TRACPR). It was shown that nearly constant EVM and TRACPR performance can
be achieved across different sidelobe level targets. The presented concept was concluded
to give a new approach to control both the beam pattern and the linearity in phased array
transmitters. The doctoral candidate had the primary role in writing article [V], and
derived the theory, implemented the simulator and performed simulations, conducted
the major part of the measurements, analyzed the data, and visualized the results.
Furthermore, the author implemented a multichannel current measurement system to
measure the efficiency of each PA during the operation. Mr. Khan provided valuable
help and a significant amount of hard work in the bias control LUT implementation
and initial measurements that eventually lead to the ideas of the paper. The transceiver
array under test including the PA bias control was implemented by Dr. Kursu who also
provided valuable help in the writing process. Dr. Aikio supervised the writing process
and provided valuable help in the technical matters to make the results understandable.
In addition, Mr. Jokinen helped to implement the calibration routines of the phase
shifters and the calibration measurements. Dr. Leinonen contributed by supporting the
analysis of the results and provided technical support. Dr. Sonkki was responsible for
the antenna implementation and provided comments and suggestions on the manuscript.
Prof. Rahkonen provided help and support in understanding the PA biasing. Last but
not least, Prof. Pärssinen supervised the work by providing ideas, comments, and
suggestions during the implementation and writing process.
Paper [VI] presented a feedback (FB) architecture and its calibration scheme for
training the phased array DPD. The FB was a common microstrip line that meandered
between the Tx paths and coupled each PA output to the same FB path. The DPD
training used time-division duplex (TDD) switches of the array to enable individual
array elements one-by-one. It was proposed that the individual Tx paths can be trained
in different TDD time slots during a dedicated training period. The common FB
line was calibrated by OTA measurements to transfer each measured FB signal to
model the OTA measured main lobe signal. The DPD performance was verified by
OTA measurements and the DPD trained through the common FB line was able to
give comparable results compared to the OTA-trained DPD with a better than -45 dB
main lobe ACPR. The equalization of the FB paths was concluded to be important
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especially when the individual Tx branches have different nonlinear characteristics and
the DPD is trained by modeling the combined far-field response. In article [VI], the
doctoral candidate was responsible for writing the paper, derived the theory, proposed a
calibration technique, performed the measurement data analysis, and visualized the
results. Mr. Khan was mainly responsible for the measurements and he also had a major
contribution in implementing the measurement routines. Dr. Aikio provided many
comments and suggestions as well as technical support. Dr. Kursu was responsible for
the phased array platform design and implementation, including the feedback line on
PCB. Additionally, Mr. Jokinen helped in the calibration routines, provided technical
support in the DUT control, and commented on the manuscript. Dr. Leinonen provided
help and support in the technical matters and the writing process. Prof. Juntti provided
valuable comments and suggestions in writing and supervised the work of Mr. Khan. In
addition, Prof. Rahkonen and Prof. Pärssinen provided many valuable comments and
suggestions on the paper as well as supervised the work.
Paper [VII] expanded the feedback concept presented in [VI]. The paper analyzed
and reviewed various FB approaches, presented three different DPD strategies that use
the measurements through the proposed FB, show detailed analysis on the FB calibration,
and present the results of spatially distributed ACPR, TRACPR, and the main lobe EVM,
together with azimuth domain beamsteering. An extensive measurement campaign was
performed to compare different methods of generating the DPD coefficients based on
individual PA measurements. The used FB approach offered a low-complexity RF layout
as the common meandering microstrip was used to couple the PA outputs to the same
FB line. This may be an attractive solution in practice as it can be implemented without
additional components at a low cost and a small area. In addition, the proposed feedback
calibration scheme can be used for different conductive and over-the-air feedback
architectures. In article [VII], the doctoral candidate was responsible for the writing
process, ideas, theory, concepts, measurements, and the data analysis and visualization.
Mr. Khan provided valuable help and support in the measurements and data analysis
and a significant amount of technical discussion help during the process. Dr. Aikio
contributed on the writing by providing numerous suggestions and time-consuming
discussions to improve the understanding of the technical matters. The mmW phased
array platform implementation including the feedback line was done by Dr. Kursu who
also provided the S-parameters simulations. In addition, Dr. Leinonen contributed to the
paper by providing technical support. Prof. Rahkonen suggested to use a different kind
of waveform in the calibration to better capture the frequency response over the whole
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band. He also provided comments and suggestions on the paper. Prof. Juntti provided a
significant amount of comments and suggestions in the written form of the paper to
make it understandable and technically correct. Prof. Prässinen provided valuable help
in writing and supervised the work.
Paper [VIII] studied the PA distortion behavior in multi-beam transmission and
addressed the problem and potential of transmitting multiple spatially distributed
data signals in different power levels with nonlinear PAs. In particular, the paper
studied analytically and by simulations the effect of 3rd-order nonlinearity in a spatially
multiplexed 16x4 MIMO system by using a polynomial PA model. The data streams
are observed to be coupled in PA output, resulting individual antenna responses for
each nonlinear component over the 3D-space. The cross distortion terms that are
combinations of the individual data streams where observed to be spread to directions
that depend on the beamformers of the individual data streams. This can help to
tolerate the nonlinearity in multi-stream transmission, especially in large arrays. The
effects are demonstrated both in Matlab based examples and simulating EVMs of the
individual data streams in the System Vue simulation environment in the 64-QAM
MIMO system. The non-unitary amplitude distribution over the antenna elements are
tackled by using additional backoff relative to the PAPR over the antenna elements. The
signal to distortion ratios over different spatial directions are plotted to understand the
spatial distribution of the nonidealities. The paper propose that the dynamics between
the streams should be taken into account in PA specifications. The doctoral candidate
had a main role in writing article [VIII]. The author was responsible for the theory,
simulator implementation, simulations, data analysis, and the results. Dr. Aikio was a
great help in the writing process by providing significant amount of comments and
suggestions. As well as this, Dr. Tuovinen provided support in the writing process and
made suggestions on the content. Prof. Rahkonen provided valuable help and ideas in
the mathematical analysis, and Prof. Pärssinen supervised the work.
Paper [IX] was an experimental study of phased array receiver distortion behavior in
the radiated near field and the far field. The nonlinearity of the phased array receiver
was characterized by measuring the ACPR and channel power in the array output node
with both link distances by using a fixed transmit power. In order to detect the dominant
sources of nonlinearity, the number of active RF chains were swept and the ACPR at the
output node was measured. The receiver ACPR was defined as the maximum between
the channel power and the adjacent channel power measured over the space. This paper
proposes that the number of antenna elements can be used to indicate whether the
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dominant distortion is coming from the parallel or the common path of the phased array
receiver. This can be taken into account when designing AGC procedures for receiver
arrays. In article [IX], the doctoral candidate was responsible for writing the paper,
derived the ideas, theory, measurements, data analysis, and the results of the paper. Dr.
Leinonen provided help in the measurements and was an innovator on the ideas of the
paper. Mr. Jokinen provided support in the Rx measurements and DUT control and
contributed in writing by providing comments and proof-reading. In addition, Dr. Aikio
provided comments and suggestions on the manuscript and Dr. Kursu was responsible
for the design and implementation of the phased array transceiver platform that was used
as the DUT. Dr. Sonkki was responsible for the antenna design and provided support in
the antenna matters of the paper. Last but not least, Prof. Rahkonen and Prof. Pärssinen
supervised the work.
During the doctoral thesis work, the author has also contributed to more than
40 additional publications related to radio channel modeling, signal processing, RF,
antennas, measurements, and system level analysis. All of those additional articles
have had a significant impact on the topics discussed in this thesis by enriching the
understanding of the communication systems from different perspectives.
1.6

Outline of the thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. The first chapter describes the motivation
and scope of this thesis. Chapter 2 contains the MIMO link budget approach and
analyzes the performance of 27 GHz radio system with nonideal RF models. Chapter 3
introduces the nonlinear phenomena in a phased array transmitter and gives the necessary
background on understanding the radiated distortion, PA models, and spatial combining.
The simulator that puts together the content of the previous chapter, the phased array
platform used in the experiments, and the OTA measurement setups are briefly described
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains the main content of this thesis by introducing different
aspects of phased array linearization by a single DPD. The chapter also shows both
simulation and experimental results of the proposed methods and analyzes the concepts
in detail. The work returns to the multi-beam scenario in Chapter 6 which describes the
nonlinear phenomena in multi-beam transmission and reception. Discussion on the
results, main findings, applicability of the results and the future directions are given in
Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the work and draws conclusions.
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2

Beam-based RF link performance for
multi-stream transmission

In a traditional link budget, the task is usually to define the transmit power based on the
Rx noise figure (NF), bandwidth, antenna gains and channel path loss [78]. As a starting
point, the traditional approach gives a good estimate for the required transmission power,
but it neglects the fact that the link quality is not limited only by the thermal noise. In
fact, every component in the signal path from the transmitted symbols all the way to the
signal detection at the Rx primarily decreases the signal quality, often measured in terms
of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or EVM. When deriving the TRx specifications, it is
essential to view the scenario from two directions, which are as follows:
1. What is the required performance?
2. What is realistic or possible performance to achieve with current technology?
Only the approach that takes the technology limitations into account can lead to realistic
results for different scenarios [17]. Similarly, when specifying the RF transceivers,
it is important to understand that different components dominate the signal quality
in different signal levels. This means that if one nonideality is suppressed, the next
one starts to dominate the performance. Moreover, link budget can also help to learn
what component properties are required to be improved in the future to achieve better
performance.
In 5G systems, the inter-dependencies in RF transceivers have experienced a dramatic change from the past. In particular, in FR2 [4] systems that utilize cmW and
mmW frequencies, the analog and hybrid beamforming techniques make it challenging
to specify the individual transceiver components as part of the bigger system. Moreover,
transmitting and receiving multiple spatially separated data streams require understanding radio-wave propagation, MIMO, and various beamforming techniques, in addition
to the traditional input-output relationships of different RF components. To manage the
challenge, a significant amount of simplifications are required. In the following sections,
the aim is to give an overview on link budgeting and RF performance evaluation for
multi-stream data transmission based on [I] and the supporting references [79–81]. The
discussion starts from the system level requirements envisioned in the early phase of
5G, covers abstracted modeling principles of the transceiver nonidealities, presents an
approach for deriving Tx power requirements for transmitting multiple data streams, and
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results a link-level simulation example together with a simplified ray-tracing (RT) based
channel model. This chapter relates highly to this thesis framework by analyzing the
abstracted impact of different RF nonidealities when deriving link budget for multi-beam
systems. At the end of this chapter, the raised questions and discussion serve as a
starting point to the rest of the thesis to focus more on the nonlinear distortion and its
mitigation in beamforming arrays.
2.1

System-level requirements for 5G links

A flow chart of how to define the system level requirements is shown in Fig. 1. When
designing a radio system, the design usually begins from the data-rate requirements [17].
In the early phase of 5G, the envisioned peak data rates were in the order to 10
Gbit/s, while even 1 Gbit/s rates were still required at the cell edge [82, 83]. Such
rates for individual users require either a large bandwidth or more than one spatially
separated data stream, or preferably both, to achieve with realistic modulation and
coding schemes (MCSs) [I]. In the right side of the flow chart, these are shown as
technology enablers. The current 5G FR2 standard [30] specifies carrier frequencies
from around 24 GHz up to 52 GHz with bandwidths from 50 to 400 MHz for individual
component carriers (CCs). To increase the bandwidth further, even up to eight individual
CCs can be aggregated to achieve bandwidths up to 2 GHz. As a component carrier,
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based waveforms are mostly used
due to the flexible allocation of the time-frequency resource blocks for individual
users and simplified channel equalization. 5GNR modulations are currently specified
up to 256-QAM [4]. In the left side of the flow chart, the limiting factors for the
signal modulations come from the technology and regulatory limitations. Technology
limitations can be, for example, local oscillator (LO) phase noise, PA output power and
nonlinearity, achievable bandwidth, and noise figure. The waveform selection has a
direct impact on these limitations. OFDM-based waveforms and high modulation orders
have a high PAPR, which has an impact on the signal quality due to the nonlinearity
that dominates the performance at the Tx side. This limits the achievable transmit
power from the Tx that eventually limits the link range and data rate at the cell edge.
Compensating this by using larger PAs is not practical due to the efficiency and physical
size limitations of high frequency systems. In addition, regulatory limitations [84]
have to be considered when specifying the transmit power, out-of-band emissions, and
bandwidth. Hence, increasing the effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) solely by
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Fig. 1. Simplified flow chart of how to define the system specifications. SNR and power
requirements play key roles when defining further specifications for the TRx. Specifications
are balancing between technology limitations and enablers.

adding more PAs and antennas also has limits to guarantee safe transmit power levels
from the base stations and especially from mobile devices.
In order to enable a certain maximum data rate, the signal quality in the detection
needs to fulfill the SNR requirements. Naturally, a better signal quality enables a higher
data rate, which is mostly realized by using a high-order modulation with less coding.
The SE of different modulations, together with the theoretical capacity is given in Fig. 2.
The cap between the theoretical SE and achievable SE is due to the finite coding alphabet
and the signal quality requirement of the successful detection for a given modulation. In
packed-based systems, the packet error rate (PER) or the block error rate (BLER) are
often defined in the specifications, as in 5GNR. The actual RF performance requirements
are hidden to coding and other protocol properties which makes the translation more
difficult. For the sake of simplicity, a bit error rate (BER) or symbol error rate (SER)
approach is considered more appropriate here. An example of the theoretical SER
behavior of different modulation schemes in the additive-white-Gaussian-noise (AWGN)
channel defined based on [85] is given in Fig. 3. The SNR requirements derived based
on [I] for different modulations are shown in Fig. 3 with dashed vertical lines. Often,
the target for successful signal detection is SER = 10−3 . A Higher order modulation
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means generally that symbols are closer to each other. Naturally, this also means that for
a certain symbol error rate, the system needs a higher SNR.

Fig. 2. Achievable SEs of different uncoded modulations with 100% bandwidth efficiency and
SNR requirements. In practice, the SEs are lowered further due to the signaling overhead.

Fig. 3. Theoretical symbol error behavior of different modulations. The SNR requirements
for different modulations are mapped based on [I]. The aim is to achieve a certain SER
requirement. The SNR requirement of the modulation for successful detection defines the
system EVM requirement.
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2.2

Link-level modeling of RF nonidealities

A link-level model of a communication system is presented in Fig. 4. The link starts
from the modulated signal and ends to the detected data stream in the Rx. The two
boundaries for deriving Tx and Rx specifications are at the Tx and Rx outputs. The Rx
output SNR requirement needs to fulfill the specification of a given modulation scheme,
while the Tx has to deliver a required amount of power with a better signal quality
than the detection SNR threshold in Rx. However, Rx is typically specified using a
high-quality test signal that does not impact receiver specifications. In long-range links,
this may not be the case. Physical modeling of RF nonidealities such as nonlinearity,
quantization, noise, in-phase quadrature-phase (IQ)-imbalance, phase noise, etc., are an
art of their own. The modeling approach generally depends on the signal model. For
example, when evaluating the performance of linearization or equalization algorithms,
the models need to deal with complex-valued envelope signals that require rather
complex modeling. On the contrary, for higher level performance evaluations, the
models can be significantly simplified. When simulating the radio link performance to
evaluate and derive link budget, the signal model can be defined as

P = PS + Pnon-ideal (PS ),

(1)

where PS is the fundamental root-mean-square (RMS) power and Pnon-ideal is the RMS
power of the nonidealities, which is eventually a function of the signal power. Note that
in (1), the powers are expressed in a linear scale and the nonidealities contain both powerdependent (e.g., nonlinearity, phase noise, quantization, etc.) and power-independent
nonidealities such as thermal noise.

Fig. 4. Block chart of a radio link. The figure shows the points where the Tx and Rx SNR
requirements are mapped (reprinted with permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).
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2.2.1

EVM and SNR based modeling

Strictly speaking, SNR as parameters depend only on signal power and noise. However,
in "noise-like" modeling of RF nonidealities, the concept of SNR can be generalized to
cover also other nonidealities and can be written as
SNR =

PS
Pnon-ideal (PS )

.

(2)

In RF literature, this is also called a signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio (SNDR). Each
block at the signal path has its own contribution to the overall SNR. In the RF domain,
the signal quality is often expressed in terms of EVM instead of SNR, which can be
approximated in a linear scale as [33, 85–87]
1
EVM ≈ √
.
SNR

(3)

The approximation holds for OFDM systems. EVM is often expressed as a fraction, in
percentage or decibels. The EVM contribution of cascaded blocks can be calculated as
v
uN
u blocks
EVMtot = t ∑ EVM2i (Pi ),
(4)
i=1

where EVMi (Pi ) is the EVM contribution (expressed in a linear scale) of the ith block
with the block input (or output) power Pi . This can be safely used to calculate together
the net impact of independent RF nonidealities, but one should note that this does not
directly apply to calculating together the net impact of, for example, multiple cascaded
nonlinear components. Hence, when calculating the net impact, different nonidealities
should be mapped to the components that dominate the particular phenomenon.
Different blocks dominate the link EVM in different signal levels. This is illustrated
in Fig. 5 as a function of the received signal power. A similar power-dependent link
EVM behavior can be used to estimate a link-range [88] or even cell coverage [89].
Usually, the link is balanced such that the Tx EVM dominates in higher signal levels,
while the Rx SNR dominates in lower signal levels, at least in high link distances. The
dotted "1:1" decreasing line indicates that the EVM decreases linearly (in dBs) when the
received signal level is increased. The lowest possible EVM of the link is dominated
mostly by IQ-imbalance, quantization, and phase noise. In addition, digital parts such as
pulse-shaping filters and clipping or PAPR reduction, etc., have their own contribution
on the overall EVM, but they are usually specified such that they do not dominate the
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Fig. 5. Principle of the link EVM behavior as a function of received power. The observed
link EVM is a combination of Tx and Rx EVMs that includes the contribution of different
transceiver blocks.

performance in any signal level. In the high signal levels, the EVM is increasing due to
the PA nonlinearity if we assume that AGC can properly handle the Rx nonlinearity.
This is a fair assumption, at least in the medium and long link distances. In the curve, the
task of the AGC is to shift the noise-limited SNR curve to the right and left to optimize
the EVM to the flat region. The overall link EVM behavior can be approximated from
individual EVM contributors by using (4). The Tx and Rx SNR models are briefly
discussed in the following subsections.
2.2.2

Transmitter model

The transmitter EVM sets the maximum for the achievable EVM of the communication
link. This is typical in long link ranges, where the Tx nonlinearity and Rx noise are the
most dominant sources of nonideality. A block chart of Tx indicating the dominant
sources of nonideality is shown in Fig. 6, and an example Tx SNR model is shown
in Fig. 7. The different SNR contributors are summed together in RMS sense to
produce the overall model. Tx EVM depends on the transmitter power and is usually
dominated by the PAs that are expressed as RF front-end (FE) in Fig. 7. The radio
frequency front-end (RFFE) model used in [I] is based on simulations of a commercial
PA with OFDM signal. PA is modeled as LUT. In lower power levels, other transmitter
nonidealities also have an impact on the overall EVM. Such nonidealities are, for
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example, IQ-imbalance and phase noise. Furthermore, digital parts are not ideal: DACs,
digital filters and pulse shaping can, for example, deteriorate the signal quality. However,
those are typically not the dominant sources of error in the system.

Fig. 6. Simplified overview of a Tx chain.

Fig. 7. Power-dependent Tx SNR model (reprinted with permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).
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2.2.3

Receiver model

Dominant sources of Rx nonideality are shown in Fig. 8, and an example of the Rx SNR
model is shown in Fig. 9. In the receiver side, the SNR is dominated by the thermal
noise at low signal levels, while at high signal levels, the SNR is dominated by the phase
noise, IQ-Imbalance, and digital front-end (DFE). The role of AGC is to move the noise
limited curve to the left and right depending on the received power. Hence, if AGC
is done properly, Rx nonlinearity does not limit the performance. Exceptions to this
are scenarios where, for example, an out-of-band blocker distorts the receiver. Those
scenarios are not included in the simplified model for the link range estimation, but are
discussed, for example, in [90].

Fig. 8. Simplified overview of an Rx chain.

Fig. 9. Power-dependent Rx SNR model. The model consist of a fixed maximum Rx SNR and
noise limited Rx SNR. The maximum SNR is dominated by phase noise and IQ-imbalance as
well as the performance of equalization and other Rx algorithms (reprinted with permission
from [I] ©2017, IEEE).
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2.2.4

Map-based channel model

Usually in link budgeting and higher level link performance evaluations, path loss
models are used. However, such models do not include the impact of the spatial
distribution of different propagation paths in the Tx and Rx. Understanding the physical
directions and strength of the multipaths are crucial for including the impact of the
antenna gain and beamforming to the link budget. Because of this, the approach used in
this thesis is to separate the propagation channel and the antennas from each other. The
modeling principle is presented in Fig. 10. The propagation is modeled with a map-based
model [91] that employs a simplified RT for resolving the most significant propagation
paths from Tx to Rx by utilizing the theory of the dominating propagation phenomena,
i.e., direct line-of-sight (LOS), reflection, diffraction, and scattering. The model does
not aim to be site specific and a complex RT tool, but more like a compromise between
the geometry-based stochastic channel models (GSCMs) and RT. The model has been
verified already in different frequency bands including mmW frequencies [92], [93] and
it has shown a decent modeling accuracy compared to the measurements. In [I], the
model is used in an indoor office scenario. The example layout together with modeling
assumptions is introduced later on in Section 2.3.3.
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Fig. 10. Propagation channel is defined between two point sources, while the antenna dependent radio channel is constructed for each antenna element using the propagation model,
element positions, and antenna element models.
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2.2.5

Antenna array model and antenna-dependent channel

The antenna array model is a function of the antenna element, array geometry, i.e.,
element positions, and array excitation. A simple patch antenna implementation with
around 5 dBi gain is used as a simple antenna pattern in [I]. The overall antennadependent MIMO radio channel can be generated from the individual propagation paths
and antenna models. The time-varying channel from the nt th transmit antenna to the
nr th receiving antenna can be constructed as
hnr ,nt (τm ,t) = Fnr (θmA , φmA ) exp( j~kT (θmA , φmA )~rnr )
| {z } |
{z
}
Rx element

Rx array geometry

am
|{z}

prop. path gain

Fnt (θmD , φmD ) exp( j~kT (θmA , φmA )rnt ) exp( j2πλ0 ν(τm ,t))
|

{z

Tx element

}|

{z

Tx array geometry

}|

{z

Doppler-term

(5)

}

for the single polarized case. A more complicated formation of (5) for the dual-polarized
case is given in [I] and [94]. In (5), Fnr (θmA , φmA ) and Fnt (θmD , φmD ) are the Rx and Tx
element gains in the azimuth direction θm and elevation direction φm . Subindices A and
D represents arrival and departure, a is the complex valued gain of the mth path, τ is
m
m
the delay of the path, t is time, ν is Doppler shift, and λ0 is the wavelength at the center
frequency. The antenna element coordinates in the three-dimensional (3D) coordinate
system are represented by~rnt and~rnr , ~k is three dimensional wave-vector, and notation
( )T represents the transpose. Note that the model does not include the wideband nature
of the array, but still models the propagation channels over a wider band (multiple delay
taps).
2.3

Beam-based RF link budget

A flow diagram of the link budget in presented in Fig. 11. It starts from the system
EVM specifications defined in Section 2.1. The EVM budget is divided between the Tx
and Rx. In the most performance critical cases, a good balance is usually to give half of
the budget for Tx and half to Rx which means that the Tx EVM requirement is 3 dB less
than the system requirement. Hence, in this case, the Tx and Rx EVM requirements are
the same. The SNR budget can also be distributed unevenly between the Tx and Rx.
The budgeting is divided into three paths, which are Tx, Rx and the radio channel in
between. In the Tx side, the SNR or EVM model is compared to the requirement to
estimate the achievable Tx power for a given modulation. A lower order modulation
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may achieve a higher transmit power, even though they would have the same PAPR,
dominated by the OFDM waveform. In the Rx side, the SNR requirement is similarly
compared against the Rx SNR model to define the required Rx power. The radio channel
is clustered to multiple (preferably orthogonal) channels and, hence, in a linear case, the
link budget can be calculated independently for individual data streams. An example of
how to cluster paths to the MIMO streams is given in the following section. Due to the
fact that the data streams may have very different powers, they can also have different
data rates. This is taken into account in the link adaptation that maps the available power
(and modulations) to the individual data streams. For example, two streams can have a
10 dB power difference in the receiver, but still have the same transmit power, but the
modulations can be 256-QAM for the better stream and 16-QAM for the worse stream.

Fig. 11. Flow chart of the link budget for multiple data streams. The link adaptation can
allocate different modulations for different streams which balance the required powers per
stream. EVM budget is equally distributed between Tx and Rx.
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2.3.1

Spatial multiplexing and beam-specific path loss

In order to use the propagation channel efficiently with the antenna arrays, the propagation paths have to be clustered to groups that can carry different data content and have a
dedicated beamformer at Tx and Rx. Clustering can be based on the propagation paths
themselves, but as the channel is usually measured through the antenna (array), the
complex-valued channel state information (CSI) includes the impact of the antennas,
and eventually even the (linear) impact of the RF transceivers. In the link performance
evaluation, we can separate the radio channel from the rest of the transceiver parts. The
complex-value channels between each antenna pair are first used to generate a matrix
H ∈ CNr ×Nt ×ND , where Nr , Nt , and ND are the number of receive and transmit antennas,
and delay taps, respectively.
To use the multi-dimensional channel matrix, we need to make an assumption on
how to use the wideband nature of the channel, i.e., the delay (or frequency) domain.
The assumption depends on the beamforming technique. For example, in a fully digital
system the beamformers can be filters (multiple delay taps, or different coefficients for
different subcarriers), while in analog beamforming, only one set of coefficients can
be used over the entire signal band. In the OFDM system the channel estimation is
done in frequency domain. The frequency-domain channel over the OFDM subcarriers
can be then generated by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) over the delay domain [95].
To observe the wideband channel, the channel was averaged over the band to obtain
HAVG ∈ CNr ×Nt . In this thesis and in [I], the division to multiple interdependent path
clusters is done by using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix.
The function of the SVD is to diagonalize the radio channel for multiple independent
data channels. To allocate several streams per users, each detectable singular value
λi , associated by transmit beamformer ~vi and receiving beamformer ~ui , is assumed to
be handled as an independent link (due to the orthogonality). In [80], the authors use
different path loss models for individual MIMO beams, known as a beam specific path
loss. In addition, in [I], a similar approach is used. Note that each eigenmode of the
channel is, in practice, a linear combination of multiple propagation paths. Hence, they
are not necessarily associated with only a single direction at a time and the overall
orthogonality is achieved by the Tx and Rx beamformers together. This may not be a
very practical assumption as even small errors in the channel estimation violate the
orthogonality of the data streams. In addition, it should be noted that full orthogonality
is not necessarily required due to the fact that the SNR requirements are finite.
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2.3.2

Tx power requirements for multiple streams

The power requirement of individual links (streams) can be calculated by using the path
loss of each stream.
PTx = Pn + SNRRx (PRx ) + Lλi ,

(6)

PRx = PTx + Lλi ,

(7)

where

Pn is the receiver noise power (thermal noise, including NF), SNRRx is the Rx SNR
requirement of a given modulation, and Lλi is the loss of a MIMO path i. At the same
time, when deriving the required transmission power, we need to take care that the Tx
satisfies the Tx EVM requirement with the required power. Tx EVM has a typically
stricter or equal specification than Rx minimum SNR. As discussed in the previous
sections, different modulations have different SNR requirements. If the achievable
power is not enough for the given modulation scheme requirement, the modulation
order is lowered. Hence, the resource allocation can be based on both power and the
data rate by using a proper link adaptation. In practice, for example, in Long Term
Evolution (LTE) systems, the power is usually kept constant in order to tackle the
near-far problem when serving several individual users. Then the allocation is based
solely on the data rate. Keeping the transmit power of individual streams constant may
also help to tackle the nonlinearity as shown later on in [VIII].
2.3.3

Observations of the case study for enabling 10 Gbit/s

The starting point for the case study in [I] was to enable 10 Gbit/s with a 1 GHz
signal bandwidth, for which, in general, two data streams are required if the maximum
achievable modulation was 256-QAM. The chosen use scenario was an indoor office
area with a rectangular layout of 30 × 16 m2 . The open-plan office area containing 12
randomly positioned users is shown in Fig. 12. In the figure, the BS (blue) is located in
the corner of the office at the height of 2 m and the height of the mobile terminal (MT)
vary randomly in the range of 0.5–1 m. The office walls with a height of 1.2 m have
rectangular shapes made of plasterboard. Diffraction is modeled by a geometric theory
of diffraction, reflection is modeled as single-bounce specular reflection, and the direct
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Fig. 12. Example user configuration in an office environment. The coordinates are defined
such that zero direction is in the east and angles run clockwise. The location of BS (Tx) is
indicated by a blue triangle (reprinted with permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).

propagation path via free space propagation with object transmission coefficient. The
chosen center frequency was 27 GHz and the simulated bandwidth 1 GHz.
The propagation paths of the individual users in the example scenario are shown
in Fig. 13 from BS and MT perspectives in the elevation and azimuth domains. The
strength of the path is shown as the radius from the center (in dBs), while different
users are shown with a different color. The zero-direction in the figures is in the x-axis
(for MTs the positive x-axis and for BS the negative x-axis). The user paths are spread
especially in the azimuth domain significantly. Hence, the multi-stream transmission
even for individual users may be possible at least for some users.
Next, the antenna-dependent channel was calculated according to Section 2.2.5 and
divided it into orthogonal modes by using the SVD according to Section 2.3.1. The BS
antenna array is modeled as an array factor with 32 identical patch elements (formed
as 8 × 4 rectangular array), while for MT, eight antennas (in the form of 8 × 1) were
used and the same antenna rotation was assumed for simplicity. Hence, in the example,
the MT cannot separate the elevation domain beams. The resulting beamformers from
the antenna array’s perspective are illustrated in Fig. 14 together with the propagation
paths for an example user. The SVD beamforming makes the orthogonal modes by a
combination of transmit and receiver beamformers and the propagation paths. Hence,
each orthogonal mode is potentially a combination of more than a single propagation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13. Propagation paths together of each user in (a) Tx azimuth, (b) Tx elevation, (c) Rx
azimuth, and (d) Rx elevation (reprinted with permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).

path. In this case, the signal power spreads into multiple directions and does not
necessarily experience as high beamforming gain as a single LOS path. On the other
hand, combining two multipaths that have an equal amplitude can result in a 6 dB link
gain. Hence, losing the beamforming gain in one direction does not necessarily mean
that the signal strength at the receiver is lost. The beams in Fig. 14 are scaled by the
strength of the corresponding eigenvalues. The strength of the eigenvalues for each user
are presented in 15. Each stream has an individual path loss. In [79], these are called
beam-specific path gains. The difference between the beam 1 and beam 4 (strongest
and fourth strongest eigenvalue) can be more than a 40 dB in the worst case. Hence,
allocating signals with such a high dynamic range may be impractical, at least if the
same antennas (and PAs and LNAs) are used.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Propagation paths together with the example MIMO beam cuts in azimuth for a single
user in (a) Tx and (b) Rx. Note that the coordinate system in Rx is 180 deg rotated compared
to the Tx (reprinted with permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).

Fig. 15. Examples of the simulated path losses of individual MIMO beams including the Tx
and Rx antenna gains (reprinted with permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).

Based on the Tx and Rx SNR models and the MIMO path gains, the minimum
transmit power requirements for each user from rank 1 to rank 4 data transmission
were calculated. The maximum EIRP per beam varies from 55 to 58 dBm for the worst
stream, while the EIRP of the first stream, i.e., the strongest MIMO channel, is from
25 dBm to 40 dBm. Hence, the dynamics in the stream powers are not as high as the
dynamics in the beam specific path gains. This is because the powers are allocated by
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balancing between the requirements and the SNR model in the link adaptation that maps
the MCS for each stream. Hence, not all streams will achieve the highest data rate. Note
that this is a very different approach than, for example, the well-known water-filling
power allocation principle, where the strongest MIMO channel gets the highest transmit
power. This is simply because we assume that 256-QAM is the highest modulation we
can support (i.e., the SNR requirement has a limit) and we are actually deriving the
power constraints in the analysis. So the power constraint in our analysis is not fixed but
depends on the SNR requirement of each modulation scheme.

Fig. 16. Examples of the simulated Tx power requirements for multiple MIMO streams
(reprinted with permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).

Fig. 17. Examples of the simulated data rates over multiple MIMO streams (reprinted with
permission from [I] ©2017, IEEE).
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The overall user data rates are calculated based on the MCS of each stream. The
results are given from the rank 1 to rank 4 data transmission in Fig. 17. For the nearest
users, almost all streams get the highest MCS, while for the farthest user, even the rate
of the best beam is reduced from the 256-QAM towards lower order MCSs. From Fig.
17, we can see that allocating two streams for each user can potentially achieve 10 Gbit/s
with 1 GHz channel. That requires a spectral efficiency of 10, which is possible with, for
example, two 64-QAM data streams, taking into account the signaling overhead caused
by the reference signaling. With four beams, the overall rate can be even better than 20
Gbit/s in theory. However, using four streams requires one to allocate powers with such
a high dynamics that it may not be practical with nonlinear hardware, at least if all the
streams use the same hardware (HW) resources simultaneously.
2.4

Discussion on the beam-based link budget approach

The approach presented in [I] aims to combine the traditional path loss model based
link budget, nonlinear power-dependent TRx SNR models, spatial multiplexing, and
beamforming for deriving and evaluating realistic TRx specifications and achievable
data rates. The case study is done for single-user MIMO system, where up to four
spatially multiplexed data streams are used and we concluded that two streams are
required for targeted 10 Gbit/s rates with the used 1 GHz channel bandwidth. The
system requirements in Section 2.1 were derived in a time when the 5GNR specifications
where still under development and discussion. The overall Tx EVM requirements match
relatively well with the current 5GNR specification [96].
The used Tx and Rx SNR models are realistic for single transmit and receive chains.
Similarly, the behavior is very similar in a single-beam transmission with only beam
steering (i.e., LOS channel conditions) as noted in [88] and [89]. Simplifications
in modeling complex phenomena in link budgeting is inevitable and modeling the
transceiver nonidealities with noise-like models in general is one of the simplifications
that is often made. However, we should be critical when evaluating the results derived
from such models due to the following reasons:
1. In beamforming conditions where the power(s) of individual antennas and/or data
streams are/is varied, the TRx models should separate parallel and cascaded sources
of nonideality. This is not considered in the presented approach.
2. The presented approach used narrow-band channel approximation even though the
channel consists of multiple propagation paths. The wideband nature of the radio
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channel, interference, and nonideality should be taken into account to gain realistic
results, or at least the validity of the narrow-band assumption should be verified.
3. Assuming full CSI with very good SNR in both link ends and constructing SVD of
the channel matrix in beamforming is not practical. However, a similar analysis
could be performed with some other more realistic beamforming methods.
In the first point, every antenna should have an individual model and the power
constraints should be derived for each antenna associated with a PA. In Rx, the same
applies for LNAs connected to each antenna. This eventually means that the "noise-like"
SNR models may not apply well in multi-antenna systems, especially for nonidealities
that are correlated over the antennas, such as PA nonlinearity. Note that even in this
chapter, the Tx nonideality was indeed modeled such that all nonidealities were fully
correlated between the individual antennas (PAs); the potentially different power levels
of the individual PA inputs/outputs was not taken into account. This is one of the
issues that is analyzed in more detail in the rest of this thesis. These assumptions
would have an impact on the results especially if some other beamforming method than
beamsteering was used similarly as, for example, in [97]. The used TRx model may
apply to a case where the streams are allocated for individual subarrays and the spatial
multiplexing is performed over the subarrays that apply simple beamsteering. However,
with that assumption, the antenna dependent radio channel should be constructed for
individual subarrays and the processing should be then performed over the subarrays as,
for example, in [98]. Even in such a case, the Rx part may suffer form the incoming
signals arriving to the Rx at different power levels and that should be taken into account
in the AGC process and Rx specifications. Similarly, in the case of multiple-streams
transmitted from the same antennas, the signals with a different power level go through
the same power amplifiers. Hence, nonlinearity mixes the signals with each other
and makes their nonlinear contribution correlated, which means that the distortion of
the higher level signal may overpower the lower one. The overall impact in that case
depends on the directions of the signals, as studied later on in [VIII]. Similar behavior is
observed in the Rx side and is discussed in [IX].
The second point is related to the beamforming, radio channel conditions, and the
data-rate evaluation. First, we should remember that due to the fact that we have multiple
propagation paths, the channel is inevitably also frequency selective. In particular, with
RF beamforming this is rather challenging to address as the RF beamformers are applied
to the entire signal band with only one set of coefficients. This is taken into account
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in [I] by averaging out the frequency domain which is, in principle, the right thing to
do for the link budgeting. However, when simulating the performance, the frequency
selectivity should be taken into account because different subcarriers would then have a
very different signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). Due to the fact that the
relation between the SNR, data rate, and BER is nonlinear, simulating over an average
channel may give optimistic results. Additionally, when the paths are used to make an
antenna-dependent channel, the antenna is modeled only at the center frequency. Hence,
this does not model the wideband behavior taking into account, for example, the beam
squint phenomena [99], which is well known to have an impact on a system with wide
relative bandwidth.
The third thing is related to the the fact that in our analysis, we assume that the
channel is perfectly known. In real systems, the propagation paths (or antenna dependent
channels) are estimated through the same HW that they are applied. Hence, the models
used for HW should be also made to make the channel estimates nonideal. Additionally,
the channel estimates are affected by the nonlinearity of the transceiver components
which makes the SVD-based beamforming used in the analysis not necessarily valid.
Furthermore, it should be noted that realizing SVD in practice for a large matrix is
computationally very complex to be realized in real time. In particular, in noisy channels,
this eventually means that the lowest eigenmodes are not necessarily realizable with real
multipaths and may be even artifacts coming from mathematical errors. One must note
that standardized test cases for channel estimation and algorithms are typically performed
in the best possible RF performance conditions, i.e., almost linear transmission and
good receiver SNR. Therefore, those tests will only take into account a signal dependent
in maximum SNR conditions. On the other hand, Rx sensitivity is only tested for a static
white noise channel.
Despite the inaccuracies in the more detailed analysis of the transceiver nonentities,
the approach presented in [I] aims to give guidelines for evaluating the performance and
deriving link budget for multiple streams. The analysis can be repeated with different
beamforming methods and more detailed transceiver array models once the behavior
of different transceiver nonidealities in antenna arrays is understood. In particular,
nonlinear distortion is one of those nonidealities that behave in phased arrays in an
interesting way. The rest of this thesis aims to study the nonlinear phenomena at
the transceiver in a more detailed manner to help understand the issues raised in the
evaluation of the link budget analysis.
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3

Nonlinear distortion in single-beam phased
array transmitters

Nonlinear distortion radiated by an RF transmitter is usually dominated by the PAs
which is also the case with transmitter arrays. However, different sources of nonlinearity
have a different impact on the radiated distortion [II]. Fig. 18 illustrates the sources of
nonlinearity in a phased array transmitter. In general, these sources can be divided into
parallel and common sources of nonlinearity. Common sources are the nonlinearities
that appear before the signal is divided into multiple RF paths, while the parallel
nonlinearity is mainly dominated by the PAs and their drivers. Due to the physical size
limitations of single PAs versus the antenna elements, and power delivery capabilities of
different mmW PA technologies, each antenna, or a small sub-group of antennas usually
have a dedicated PA, and the power per PA is significantly reduced from the lower
frequency implementations. In addition, the power delivery capabilities of different PA
technologies are reduced as a function of frequency [27]. PAs are preferred to be placed
as close to the antennas as possible to avoid losses that deteriorate the overall efficiency.
In lower frequency systems, circulators are typically used to isolate the Tx from Rx and
hence also prevent the PA from directly seeing the antenna load that may vary with
antenna coupling and changes in the antenna reactive near field. In mmW arrays, the
isolating elements are not typically adopted [28] mainly due to the size requirements.
Antenna isolation may vary significantly across different implementations and especially

Fig. 18. Block diagram of a phased array transmitter and the main parts that have an impact
on the radiated distortion (reprinted with permission from [II] ©2019, IEEE).
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in highly integrated designs it has a serious impact on the load seen by each PA element.
This causes additional challenges for the power amplifiers due to the fact that they may
see an actively varying load due to the impedance pulling from neighboring PAs, and
the phase of the such pulling is dependent on the beamforming [49]. Additionally, the
varying input amplitudes and PA implementation related variations make the nonlinear
distortion vary from PA to PA. The distortion components of each RF path are combined
over-the-air as they propagate towards the intended beamforming direction. The spatial
combining is highly dependent on the direction, and together with the varying distortion
behavior of the parallel RF paths, the distortion may experience a different beam shape
than that of the linear signal.
This chapter introduces the nonlinear distortion behavior in single-beam transmitters
and reviews the different indicators and FOMs used to specify the nonlinearity in the
system level. The focus is on the spatial combining of nonlinearities instead of the
single PA behavior. Hence, it should be clearly mentioned that the impact of mutual
coupling is not included in the presented simulation examples and it is also consequently
ignored in the mathematical models. However, this can be found from the literature in
the cited papers. As well as these points, a brief overview on the role of PAs in mmW
phased arrays is given.
3.1

Baseband-equivalent modeling of radiated distortion

In this thesis, we use a baseband-equivalent approach [35] to model the nonlinearity
of the PAs. This approach is also called a waveform level model, where the signals
are expressed as equivalent discrete-time complex-valued low-pass waveform samples
varying around a direct current (DC) with a certain sampling rate. The approach is
commonly used to study nonlinearity from the communication signal perspective. The
nonlinear input-output relationship of the PA is modeled by using polynomials or LUTs,
either of which are based on the simulation of measurement data.
3.1.1

Polynomial PA models and look-up-tables

Polynomials are often used to model nonlinear behavior. They can also be memorydependent, meaning that each output sample is a nonlinear function of the current and
previous signal samples. In the passband representation of the signal, often only the
odd-order nonlinear terms are meaningful due to the fact that the direct impact of the
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even-order terms falls out of the signal band. However, it should be noted that even-order
terms cause DC components that in turn may have an impact on the operation point of
the amplifier and hence they may have also impact on the signal band, for example,
through the self-biasing effects [100, 101]. In this thesis, we mostly focus on the impact
of odd-order terms. By using a polynomial representation, the output of a nonlinear
device can be expressed as [102]
M

y(n) =

K

∑ ∑ bm,k x(n − m)|x(n − m)|k−1 ,

(8)

m=0 k=1
k:odd

where x(n) is the nth input sample, bm,k ∈ C is the mth memory tap of kth order
nonlinearity, K is the highest order of the nonlinearity, and M is the memory length.
The coefficients are usually fitted against measurement or simulation data by different
methods. For example, the least-squares (LS) method fits the polynomial against the
measurement data by minimizing the LS error between the model and the observations.
To simplify the notations, the input samples x(n) with different delays m and nonlinear
orders k are stacked into a M((K + 1)/2) × Ns matrix as
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(9)

where
xk,m (n) = x(n − m)|y(n − m)|k−1 ,

(10)

and Ns is the number of time domain samples. After forming the matrices, the PA model
can be simply solved as
b̂ = (XH X)−1 XH~y,
(11)
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where
b̂ = [b1,0 , b3,0 , ..., bK,0 , b1,1 , ..., bK,1 , ..., b1,M , ..., bK,M ]T ,

(12)

and ~y ∈ C1×Ns is the PA output samples stacked into a column vector. Notation ( )H
stands for the conjugate transpose. The model (8) can be turned into a memoryless
model simply by using M = 0.
In general, the polynomial models are approximations in a certain operation point.
The models are fitted with a certain envelope-varying input waveform (for example, a
communication signal). Hence, the model is not necessarily valid when, for example, the
input waveform is changed or if the output load varies. In other words, the use of a single
polynomial limits the modeling to only a fixed operation point of the PA. In particular,
in beamforming transmitters, where each PA may have different input amplitude, this
significantly limits the practical simulation scenarios. To increase the validity of the
simulations, the model can be fitted separately for different regions of the signal input
amplitudes. This so-called piece-wise approach models the PA as a group of different
polynomials [70] or a nonlinearly scaled version of the same polynomial [103, 104].
In some of the papers within this thesis, we use a LUT based model derived from the
measured or simulated input-output relationship to present such a piece-wise approach.
An example of memoryless amplitude-modulation to amplitude-modulation (AMAM),
amplitude-modulation to phase-modulation (AMPM), and power-added efficiency (PAE)
model is shown in Fig. 19. The model is based on circuit level simulations of a
45-nm 4-stack complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) PA designed for
15 GHz phased array applications [105]. The model is simulated as a continuouswave (CW) power sweep with discrete spacing of input power levels. Using the
model with randomly-varying input waveform samples requires one to interpolate and
extrapolate the models such that each input sample has a corresponding output sample or
samples. The LUT model simulation flow is divided into two phases. First, we calculate
pin (n) = |x(n)|2 and interpolate (and extrapolate) the LUT Pin to correspond to each
instantaneous input power level of the input waveform. After the interpolation, the
output samples can be calculate simply as [III]
y(n) = x(n)ΛAM (pin (n)) exp( jΛPM (pin (n)),

(13)

where ΛAM denotes the AMAM (gain) and ΛPM the AMPM response of the PA, respectively. For AMAM and AMPM, independent LUTs can be used, or the LUT can be
two-dimensional, including both real and imaginary parts (or amplitude and phase). Note
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Fig. 19. AMAM, AMPM and PAE LUT model based on simulation data of 45-nm 4-stack CMOS
PA (reprinted with permission from [IV] ©2017, IEEE).

that the interpolation and extrapolation are usually based on polynomial representations
which make the LUT to act as a piece-wise model. In this thesis, we mostly use the
shape-preserving piece-wise cubic interpolation [106]. The principle is that the output is
continuous and preserves the shape of the LUT output data. The extrapolation is done
either by cubic or linear extrapolation (for example, at high power levels where the PA
output is fully saturated, or very low power levels where the output is nearly linear). The
benefit of using LUT-based models is that the same model can be used across multiple
power levels. Memoryless AMAM/AMPM LUT models are used in [III,IV]. LUTs can
also be made across multiple input and output parameters by using extensive simulation
sets of measurement campaigns. In [V], the LUT is expanded to cover PA AMAM,
AMPM and DC power consumption as a function of both the input signal level and PA
bias points based on an extensive over-the-air measurement campaign.
3.1.2

Modeling wideband spatial combining

In arrays, the signals fed to each antenna are combined over-the-air in different spatial
directions. In reality, the spatial combining is summing the signals with different delays
and also potentially with different amplitudes (depending on the individual antenna
elements). Different ways to model the array spatial combining can be divided into four
categories depending on the wavefront (propagation) model and antenna array model.
These categories are illustrated in Fig. 20 as narrowband far-field, wideband far-field,
narrowband near-field, and wideband near-field modeling approaches. In far-field
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 20. Principles of modeling spatial combining of antenna arrays in (a) narrowband far
field, (b) wideband far field, (c) narrowband near field, and (d) wideband near field. The
arrow lengths correspond to physical delays or distances from different antennas towards
the planar wavefront. In the radiative near-field models, the wavefront is spherical while in
the far-field models, the wavefront is planar.

approximations, the wavefront is modeled as a plane, and in (radiative) near-field
approximations the wavefront is spherical. In the near field model, the contribution of
each antenna is calculated in a certain 3D point that also depends on the distance of the
observation from the antenna array. Note that the "near field" is here considered as
radiative near field, i.e., the distance from the antennas is large enough to not cause any
reactive components that would have impact on the antenna impedance.
In the far field model, the link-distance dependency of the wavefront shape disappears
and the behavior can be calculated only based on the azimuth and elevation angles. A
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commonly used boundary for the far-field distance is [76]
df =

2D2
,
λ

(14)

where D denotes the maximum cross section of the radiating array. However, definition
(14) is defined based on a 22.5◦ phase error between the farthest points of the radiating
surface [76]. Such an error may be relatively large in cases when studying the timedomain waveform behavior in different spatial points and investigating the memorydependent behavior of radiated nonlinear distortion. In simulations shown in this thesis,
the models assume far-field approximations. Additionally, the transmitter measurements
have been done in far field.
The differences of the approaches are related to the fact that phase-shift and delay
can be considered to be the same thing, only in a single frequency. As the wave
propagates from the antenna element towards the observation point in free space, the
wave experiences a physical delay that is not dependent on the frequency as such. The
relation between the delay and the phase shift can be calculated as group delay
τg = −

∂ϕ
.
∂f

(15)

The same phenomenon causes the well-known beam squint effect [99] where different
frequencies are transmitted to slightly different directions. Note that in the modeling of
spatial combining, we can (theoretically) assume that group delay is the same for all
frequencies. This means that the impact of the array combining is frequency dependent,
which in the context of behavioral modeling means that the array also has a memory that
affects to the system after the PA. In that case, the array combining can be considered to
be a multi-tap filter instead of a sum of phase-weighted PA outputs. However, the delay
difference between the taps is not usually as high as the difference between two adjacent
signal samples with some realistic sampling rate. This does not mean that the delay
would not be significant or it would not have an impact on the system. In simulation
models, the spatial combining effect on the antenna array is easier to model in frequency
domain. Each frequency component transmitted from the array experiences a different
phase shift when propagating towards the receiver over a fixed distance (i.e., towards a
certain spatial direction). This is illustrated in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. In the narrowband
approximation presented in Fig. 22a, each frequency component experiences the same
phase shift ∆ϕ. This is used, for example, in [III] of this thesis. The model can be
directly applied in the time domain and applies well for memoryless simulations.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 21. (a) Time domain and (b) frequency domain representation of the phase shifts of the
different frequency components.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 22. Frequency-domain phase modeling of spatial combining for (a) narrowband far-field,
(b) wideband far-field scenarios. The arrow lengths correspond to phase shifts at different
frequencies from different antennas towards the planar wavefront.

In the spatial combining model, the phase shift of each frequency component is
calculated individually in a certain spatial direction based on the 3D distance from the
radiating element towards an ideal receiver in a certain reference distance. In each
frequency of interest fi , the array response can be calculated as
NA

Yarray ( fn , φ , θ ) = ∑ Yi ( fn )Hi ( fn , φ , θ ),

(16)

i=1

where n denotes the number of antennas, φ and θ are the azimuth and elevation angles,
and Yi ( fn ) is the frequency component n of the ith antenna input. Hi ( fn , φ , θ ) ∈ C is a
channel coefficients from ith antenna at frequency fn towards ideal receiver at direction
(φ , θ ) and can be defined as
Hi ( fn , φ , θ ) = Fi ( fn , φ , θ ) exp( j~kT ( fn , φ , θ )~ri ),
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(17)

where Fi ∈ C is the ith element radiation pattern, while vector~ri = [rx,i , ry,i , rz,i ]T is the
ith element position in a 3D coordinate system. Wave-vector ~k( fn , φ , θ ) = 2πc0fn [ux (φ ,
θ ), uy (φ , θ ), uz (φ , θ )]T is frequency dependent and defined for the unit vectors of the
given coordinate system. The coordinate system used within this thesis is [ux , uy ,
uz ] = [sin(θ ) cos(φ ), sin(θ ) sin(φ ), cos(θ )]T , but equations (16) and (17) are applicable
for other coordinate systems as well by just changing the definition of the unit vectors.
Hence, the definition is very similar to the delay-domain representation of the channel
given in Section II, (5), but the coordinate system is different. In simulations, the
frequency domain behavior can be turned into the time domain behavior by using inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), or the signal can be converted into the frequency
domain by using the DFT to calculate the array behavior.
3.1.3

Modeling analog beamforming

In the modeling of analog beamforming, this thesis mostly considers narrowband
approximation by defining the beamforming coefficient of ith antenna as
wi = ai exp( jϕi )

(18)

as independent from the sample n or frequency fn . The phase shift can be simply
defined as the ϕn = − arg(Hi ( fn , φ , θ )) at the center frequency fn = f0 , if the antenna
elements are considered to be the same. Generally, this corresponds to a beam steering,
or maximum ratio transmission (MRT), where the beamformer is simply the channel
vector conjugate transpose. If a narrowband approximation is used, the weight wi can be
directly applied in the discrete time domain as
xi (n) = wi x(n)

(19)

and no transformations are required.
Often, the amplitudes of the inputs are also controlled in order to reduce the beam
sidelobes or form zeros in different directions. For example, different amplitude tapering
techniques or zero forcing (ZF) scales the signals at each PA input. Even the standard
MRT beamforming scales the input amplitudes if, for example, the antenna elements
have gain differences, or the channel has several multipath components causing antenna
selective fading. Naturally, nonlinearity has an impact on these beamformers as the
beamforming is usually desired to be applied in antenna inputs and the system is
assumed to be linear. However, scaling amplitudes of the individual PAs also make the
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distortion, or, more accurately, the signal-to-distortion ratio vary between the PA outputs.
This eventually varies the beam of the distortion and makes it different from the linear
part of the signal. When observed over-the-air, this means that the nonlinearity at each
direction is different. In fact, every difference across the PA branches causes a similar
effect. The difference may be in input amplitudes, input or output loads, PAs themselves,
or impedance pulling from the neighbouring elements.
3.2

Power amplifiers in phased array transmitters

Power amplifiers are usually considered to dominate the nonlinearity and power
consumption of the RF. However, in mmW systems, the radiated power is constructed
by multiple parallel PAs and hence the overall efficiency and linearity depends not only
on the individual PAs, but also on how they are fed and how they are combined. In this
section, we briefly discuss the role of the PAs in modern mmW phased array systems.
3.2.1

Millimeter-wave power amplifiers

The role of the PA in mmW phased arrays is different from the single-antenna transmitters
or lower frequency multi-antenna transmitters where each antenna has a dedicated PA.
The power of individual PAs is decreased due to the power delivery and gain per area
capabilities of different technologies that decreases as a function of frequency [27]. This
generally means that delivering a certain output power from a single PA requires more
area as the frequency increases. However, in contrast, the antenna size is decreasing
as a function of frequency and a relatively high number of antennas are packed in the
compact form factor in high frequencies. Furthermore, the losses in transmission lines
increase as a function of the frequency. Hence, to avoid any additional loss between
the PA and antenna, each antenna element is usually fed by a dedicated PA. This also
improves the beamforming capabilities of the array. In large arrays, matching the size of
the PA and the size of the antenna is essential as otherwise the layout requires long
transmission lines between the PAs and antennas, which increases the losses and makes
it challenging to design symmetric feeds for the arrays. This applies to discrete PA
implementations as well as to fully integrated array implementations.
The size of the PA is highly dependent on the technology. Generally, in a mmW
system, two main practical approaches are considered. In the first approach, the lower
power transmitter blocks (DACs, mixers, LOs, phases shifters) are implemented on
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their own radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC) and the final front end that drives
the antennas are implemented on III-V technologies such as gallium nitride (GaN) or
gallium arsenide (GaAs) [27, 107, 108]. In particular, GaN has a high current density
that makes it possible to deliver high gain and high power from relatively small physical
areas [109, 110]. Another approach is to design the PAs with the same technology on the
same integrated circuit (IC) with the rest of the RF transceiver blocks, where usually the
selected technology is based on CMOS or silicon germanium (SiGe) bipolar (Bi)CMOS
that has a relatively low supply voltage. This means that the output power delivery
capability per output stage is even lower and a higher number of transistors (and thus
more area) are required for a certain output power. In this thesis, we mostly consider two
different PAs that are lower power PA based on CMOS-silicon-on-insulator (SOI) [105]
and higher power commercial PA fabricated on GaN technology. Most of the popular
mmW prototypes for 5G communications use the second approach with the integrated
PAs [21, 111, 112]
Packing a high number of PA elements in a compact form factor also causes
additional challenges that are related to the efficiency of individual PAs. For example, if
the efficiencies of the PAs are low, they generate large amount of heat that has to be
conducted away from the individual elements [113]. Handling the thermal problems
means that the PA array has to be attached to a heatsink that has a size which is dependent
on the dissipated power. PAs in the middle of the array heat up more than the PAs
at the edge of the array, which causes slowly varying thermal coupling between PA
elements [29]. As a result, the efficiency of a single PA affects the complete system
regardless of the fact that a single PA consumes a relatively small amount of power. On
the other hand, spatial combining gives a gain in EIRP that focuses the available power
from multiple PAs better.
3.2.2

Transmitter array

In the phased array system, the whole array can be considered a nonlinear element
that has an input and output, or multiple outputs, depending on the number of beam
directions to be considered. The approach is very similar to many distributed PA systems
where the signal is divided into multiple devices and then combined to achieve a higher
output power with better linearity. In the system level, the array approach can be divided
into three parts that are depicted in Fig. 23 as input power splitting (i.e., feed), individual
PA elements, and an output combiner. The combiner and splitter at the input and output
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Fig. 23. Understanding the PA system from an array perspective with input combiner, multiple nonlinear PA elements, and an output combiner. The principle is similar to many other
multi-PA systems where the output combiner is conductive.

may weight the elements in a different way, and they may as well have finite isolation.
This means that individual PAs may see an actively varying load that depends on the
beamforming direction due to the fact that the phases (and potentially amplitudes)
depend on the input beamforming coefficients. The impact of the mutual coupling for
the nonlinearity has been the focus of many research papers made around the PA design
and linearization in phased arrays [37, 63, 114–117]. The presented approaches are
mostly based on dual-input PA models, where the other input is fed to the output of the
PA (which is generally a coupled signal from the other PA as well as a reflected signal
from the antenna). In this thesis, the focus of the research is more on the combined
effects of the nonlinearity, and hence the coupling is not included in the simulation
analysis. The impact of coupling is obviously present in the measurements. However,
the used phased array platform has an excellent isolation that reduces the coupling
significantly.
3.2.3

Role of analog beamforming

If the nonlinear model of each PA is the same, the antenna isolation is high, and only
phase shifting with ideal phase shifters are applied, then the SDR in the far field is the
same as the SDR at a single PA output. However, if there is any difference between the
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SDRs across the antenna elements, the beam of the distortion will be different than
the beam of the linear part of the signal. This statement is the baseline in most of the
publications of this thesis. The statement can be studied by using a simple mathematical
example. Let us assume that the beamforming coefficients are the same for the entire
signal bandwidth. In that case, the input of each PA can be written similarly as in (19).
If we model the PAs with memoryless third-order polynomials, the output signal of ith
PA can be written as [V]
yi (n) = Ki,1 xi (n) + Ki,3 |xi (n)|2 xi (n)
= Ki,1 ai e jϕi x(n) + Ki,3 |ai x(n)|2 ai e jϕi x(n),

(20)

where Ki,1 and Ki,3 denote the first and third-order coefficients of ith PA, respectively.
The first term in (20) represents the linear part of the signal and the second term denotes
the nonlinear part.
The antenna array beam is a function of the excitation, individual elements, and the
antenna geometry. In this case, the excitation window over the individual elements can
be expressed as


K1,1 a1 e jϕ1


 K2,1 a2 e jϕ2 

 x(n),
~ylin (n) = 
(21)
..



.
KNA ,1 aNA e jϕNA
where NA denotes the number of antennas. Similarly, the phase and amplitude window
of the nonlinear components over the antenna branches are written as


K1,3 |a1 x(n)|2 a1 e jϕ1


 K2,3 |a2 x(n)|2 a2 e jϕ2 

 x(n).
~ynlin (n) = 
(22)
..



.
KNA ,3 |aNA x(n)|2 aNA e jϕNA
The beam pattern of the distorted signal can be derived based on the antenna inputs.
Let us assume a uniform linear array (ULA) with omnidirectional antenna elements
spaced with d. The beam pattern of the antenna array can be derived as
~ ),
FA (φ ) = ~wT H(φ

(23)

~ )
where ~wT ∈ CNA ×1 denotes the signals observed at each antenna element, and H(φ
denotes the complex coefficients (phase and amplitude) of the antenna array elements in
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~ ) can be written as
each azimuth direction φ . H(φ
~ ) = [e jk(φ )r1 , e jk(φ )r2 , . . . e jk(φ )rNA ]T ,
H(φ

(24)

where ri denotes the position of the ith antenna of the ULA and k(φ ) = 2π
λ0 sin(φ ) is the
wave vector with respect to the axis of the ULA and λ0 is the wavelength. Hence, the
beam of the linear part can be derived as
~ )
Flin (φ , n) =~yTlin (n)H(φ

(25)

and the beam of the nonlinear part as
~ ).
Fnlin (φ , n) =~yTnlin (n)H(φ

(26)

Therefore, the combined beam of the signal and distortion is calculated as
F(φ , n) = Flin (φ , n) + Fnlin (φ , n).

(27)

Note that this notation does not mean exactly the same as the signal division to
fundamental and distortion components, as the fundamental observed at the output (for
example, two-tone test) also correspond to the impact of the compression. The signal to
distortion ratio can be approximated as the fraction between the linear and nonlinear
parts as
Plin (φ )
,
(28)
SDR(φ ) ≈
Pnlin (φ )
where P denotes the RMS power calculated across the time domain samples. The
special case where ~ylin = α~ynlin , α ∈ C is a scaling factor, takes place only if the PAs
are exactly the same and driven with equal amplitude. This is not the case often in
practice because the phase shifters have a slight variation in their amplitudes [21],[III]
the PA responses can easily vary some dBs across the elements [V], and the antenna
impedances may not be equal even without the pulling impact [49, 118]. Furthermore,
in many beamforming scenarios, the amplitudes are controlled, which means that the
individual power amplifiers are driven with different input powers, as illustrated in [IV].
The impact of the spatial distribution of the nonlinearity is more clearly seen when the
signal is linearized in a certain spatial direction. The impact of linearization is discussed
in Chapter 5.
The beamforming dependency of the nonlinearity is clearly observed in beamforming
systems where the amplitude is controlled to perform amplitude tapering. This is shown,
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for example, in [IV] and [V] where Taylor tapering is applied to the beamforming.
Nonlinearity also has an impact on the beam of the fundamental signal. For example,
if the amplitude tapering is applied to the array before the PAs inputs, the signal
distribution across the array elements is affected by the PA nonlinearity. Compression of
the PAs also compresses the amplitude window at higher signal levels and rotates their
phase. In [IV], a Taylor taper with a target −30 dBc sidelobe level is applied to the
16-element uniform linear array where each antenna is driven with the identical PAs
that follow the AMAM/AMPM LUT model presented in Fig. 19. The output power
distribution compared with the ideal linear output power distribution is given in Fig. 24a
and the corresponding beam patterns with the beam steered to φs = 30◦ are illustrated in
Fig. 24b. The compression of the amplitude window is seen as almost 10 dB increased
sidelobes.
To understand better what happens to the signal distribution, the AMAM and AMPM
of the individual PAs are shown in Fig. 25. Note that only half of the PAs (1-8) are
presented due to the symmetry of the power distribution. The array response is calculated
in the main lobe and normalized to see the combined impact in the same picture. The
fgures show that the PAs have different nonlinear curves. This means that the center
PAs are compressing more than the side PAs. Furthermore, the impact of AMPM is
stronger for center PAs. This in fact results in a beam shape that is dependent on the
signal envelope.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 24. Impact of PA nonlinearity with a 256-QAM signal for (a) RMS power distribution of the
30 dB Taylor taper and (b) the corresponding beams with the main lobe steered to φs = 30◦ .
Compression of the PAs also compress the power distribution that is seen as increased
sidelobes (reprinted [modified] with permission from [IV] ©2017, IEEE).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 25. Simulated (a) AMAM and (b) AMPM of PAs 1-8 with a 30 dB Taylor tapering. The PAs
located at the edge are nearly linear while the PAs at the center compress significantly. A
similar impact is seen in AMPM. The intended phases with the beam steered to 30 deg are
normalized away from the responses (reprinted with permission from [IV] ©2017, IEEE).

3.2.4

PA calibration and bias control

As the beamforming is generally applied to the antenna inputs, not PA inputs, the
amplitude dependent beamforming should take the PA nonlinearity into account. In
other words, the beam shape can be corrected by calibration. Calibration can be applied
to the PA inputs, or the PA operation points can be tuned by adjusting the PA biasing. If
the center PAs are boosted more, they are even more compressing. Hence, the easiest
way to do the calibration is to simply further reduce the power of the lower driven PAs
to maintain the power window and hence the sidelobe reduction performance. However,
this decreases the efficiency of the lower driven PAs even further due to the fact that
their input powers are significantly reduced. In addition, if the impact of AMPM is
strong, the PAs with a higher input have a different phase than the PAs with a lower
input power. This impact can be corrected by the phase shifters at least to some extent,
depending on the phase shifter resolution [V]. Hence, amplitude and phase calibration
are dependent on each other due to nonlinearity.
In general, PA biasing is usually part of the transmitter calibration and adaptation
routines. Tunable biasing circuits are required to bias up and bias down the PAs, and, for
example, maintain a fixed drain current under varying temperatures, aging, etc. The
bias control is often implemented by controlling the gate voltage with accurate voltage
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 26. (a) Example generic PA schematic with gate bias control, (b) generic PA IV curve. (b)
is reproduced under CC BY 4.0 license from [V] ©2021, Authors.

DACs. A generic PA circuit with a gate bias control is shown in Fig. 26a. The bias
control can be utilized to adjust the gains of the individual PA branches. A generic
PA current-voltage (IV) curve with two different bias points is shown in Fig. 26b. By
lowering the bias current, the derivative of the IV curve is decreased, which is seen as
decreased gain. Simultaneously, the efficiency increases, but the PAs biased to the low
current are also more nonlinear.
The gain control can be utilized in beamforming, for example, to perform amplitude
tapering. This approach is presented in [V] where the PA biasing DACs are used to
tune the gate bias of the PA to vary its gain. Two different strategies for enabling high
efficiency and sidelobe reduction simultaneously are presented in Fig. 27. In the first
approach used in [V], the gains are controlled by only PA biasing, while the phase is
controller by a phase shifter. Varying the gate bias also has an impact on the output
phase, and the change of the phase can be corrected by phase shifter. The approach
requires that the output phase and amplitude are measured with different bias points.
3.3

Spatially distributed figures of merit

Antenna arrays in mmW frequencies are characterized by OTA measurements. This
basically means that also the FOMs used to evaluate the performance are derived based
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Fig. 27. (a) PA array with gate-bias only an amplitude control implemented as biasing LUT
(under CC BY 4.0 license from [V] ©2021, Authors.)

on OTA tests. In transmit arrays, the most important FOMs are EIRP, EVM, ACPR, and
efficiency.
3.3.1

EIRP, TRP, and efficiency

When specifying the radiated power of the antenna array, two figures of merit are usually
used. EIRP describes the power radiated against the direction of the beam maximum,
while total radiated power (TRP) describes the power integrated over the space (sphere).
For a discrete set of measured directions, this can be approximated as
TRP ≈

π
2Nφ Nθ

Nφ −1 Nθ −1

∑ ∑

EIRP(φn , θm ) sin θn ,

(29)

n=0 m=0

where EIRP(φn , θm ) denotes the effective isotropic radiated power observed at an
azimuth angle φn and elevation angle θm . The EIRP is calculated as a sum over both
linear polarizations. By definition, Nφ and Nθ are the number of elevation and azimuth
angles, respectively.
Theoretical EIRP as a function of the number of elements and PAs is expressed
in Fig. 28a. The assumed single element gain (including the antenna efficiency) is 5
dBi. The curves are shown with 0, 10, 20, and 30 dBm PA output powers. The 5GNR
standard does not directly specify the transmit power for the BS. However, one should
note that the power is often specified by other authorities. To get the values into the
context, the user equipment (UE) EIRP limit and the EIRP calculated from the TRP
limit are shown in the same figure. When looking at the EIRP, the limit is fixed to 55
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dBm, while the EIRP limit calculated from the TRP limit depends on the number of
antennas. Clearly, in small arrays, the TRP is the limiting factor, while in larger arrays,
the EIRP dominates the limitations. From the figure, we can observe that in very large
arrays, maintaining the high power PAs results in EIRPs which are too large. The same
figure from the TRP perspective is illustrated in Fig. 28b. Naturally, the potential TRP
increase as a function of number of elements comes only from the number of PAs, for
example, having 100 pieces of 20 dBm PAs results in 40 dBm (10W) of total power.
TRP and EIRP are important metrics also when calculating the power efficiency of
the overall array. In [V] two different figures of merits are used to describe the overall
array efficiency. The first one is
ηEIRP =

EIRP
,
PDC

(30)

where EIRP is the effective isotropic radiated power and PDC denotes the sum DC power
consumption over the PAs. Note that the EIRP can be more than 100% due to the array
directivity. Similarly, the total radiated power efficiency is calculated as
ηTRP =

TRP
,
PDC

(31)

where TRP is the total radiated power calculated similarly as in (29). Total radiated
efficiency describes the overall PA efficiency (including antenna efficiency) better, while
the EIRP efficiency takes into account the antenna gains and better describes the impacts
of beamforming, the successful phase, and amplitude calibration, etc.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 28. (a) EIRP and (b) TRP of Tx array with a different number of PAs and antennas assuming the 5 dBi single element gain. The UE TRP and EIRP limits are taken from 3GPP/NR for
power class 1 UE.
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3.3.2

In-band and out-of-band distortion

In the system level, the standard FOMs used to describe the nonlinearity of the transmitter
are EVM and ACPR. For the antenna arrays, these are also characterized by OTA
measurements and hence the measured values also include the impact of antennas
and beamforming. EVM is usually defined as the error vector magnitude between the
received symbols and a reference constellation. It describes the error of the actual
modulated data and hence it is usually characterized in the steering angle where the
intended receiver is assumed to be located. Nonlinearity deteriorates the EVM due to
the fact that it compresses and rotates the symbols in the constellation. In the case of
single-carrier waveforms, the impact is depicted in Fig. 29a. One should note that the
OTA measured EVM is always a combination of all RF nonidealities, including the
impacts of noise, phase noise, quantization, filters, IQ-imbalance, etc. In addition, often
the EVM is measured after receiver equalization, which corrects the impacts of linear
frequency responses. An example of the OTA measured EVM with the 5GNR cyclic
prefix (CP)-OFDM signal with 64-QAM modulation is given in Fig. 30a.
Nonlinear distortion is also experienced as a spectral regrowth. This is seen as a
signal leakage to adjacent frequency bands which causes potential interference to the
other systems and user operating in the adjacent frequency bands. Such behavior is
illustrated in Fig. 29b. The distortion leaked to the adjacent channel has a beam that
may be even slightly different from the beam of the channel power. An example ACP

(a)

(b)

Fig. 29. Impact of nonlinear distortion to the output (a) constellation and (b) spectrum. Distortion compresses and rotates the received symbols and spreads the spectrum to the adjacent frequency bands.
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Fig. 30. Example beams of measured (a) EVM, and (b) channel power and ACP measured
over an azimuth quarter plane ((a) is reprinted [adapted] under CC BY 4.0 license from [V]
©2021, Authors, and (b) is reprinted [adapted] with permission from [VII], ©2021, IEEE.

beams of lower and upper side bands are depicted in Fig. 30b. In principle, if all the
elements are rather similar, the ACP maximum is usually observed at the steering angle.
However, any differences in the nonlinearity among the parallel array branches shape
the beam of the ACP to be slightly different from the channel power beam. Additionally,
the frequency dependency of the antennas and the wideband effects of spatial combining
make ACP beams slightly different from the channel power beams.
Understanding the shape of the distortion beam is important to understand the
impact of the distortion to potential adjacent channel users. In particular, if the adjacent
channel is allocated to another network or system (for example, to another operator), the
ACP beam may now point to the direction of the potential victim user operating in the
adjacent band. Such a scenario is presented in Fig. 31, where the main beam is steered
towards the intended Rx, while the victim Rx operating at the adjacent frequency band
experiences the adjacent channel power leaked to another spatial direction. Similar
approaches have been presented in, for example [59, 72, 119]. As the other direction
may be any direction (potentially also the main beam), the real impact of the adjacent
channel interference varies significantly depending on the angular separation of the
victim Rx and intended Rx. In 5GNR specifications, the adjacent channel power ratio of
the antenna array is characterized as TRP integrated over the space. Both channel power
and adjacent channel powers are measured individually and the difference between them
is the TRACPR. Due to the fact that the probability that the intended Rx and victim Rx
are located in the same direction is low, the ACPR specifications of the 5G mmW phased
array transmitters are significantly relaxed compared to the lower frequency systems.
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Fig. 31. Phased array with radiated distortion towards the intended user and towards the
potential victim user.

It is important to note that the TRP measurement itself is highly sensitive to the
angular grid, noise, and other measurement imperfections [32]. This is why the
3GPP test specifications [31] relaxes the ACPR even further compared to the system
specifications [4], depending on the measurement method [II]. In other words, the
uncertainty of the OTA measurement is given for the manufacturers’ benefit. The Tx
ACPR specifications are given in Table 1 for center frequencies 24.25 – 33.4 GHz. In
addition to the relative ACPR, 3GPP also specifies the cumulative adjacent channel
power ratio (CACPR) in terms of absolute power (per frequency unit); CACPR denotes
the power integrated over the adjacent channels. Note that for a FR2 BS transmitter,
3GPP does not specify the limit for the absolute main channel TRP. When directly
calculated from the CACPR and TRACPR limits, the Tx OTA TRP in the case of
−28 dB ACPR would be only 31 dBm. In other words, if the system can improve the
linearity further beyond the given ACPR specifications, it can provide significantly more
output power. This motivates the linearization especially for higher power systems
aiming at longer link ranges and larger cell sizes. However, the EIRP is often specified
also by other local regulations and authorities [120].
Table 1. 5G NR FR2 Tx ACPR and CACP specifications given in TRP.
Parameter

Tx spec. [4]

ACPR (dB)

−28.0

−25.7

CACPR (dBm/MHz)

−20.0

−17.3
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Tx meas spec. [121]

4

Simulation methods and experimental
platforms

In the previous chapter, the basic modeling principles of PA nonlinearity, analog
beamforming, and spatial combining were presented. In this chapter, we briefly
introduce the simulator, measurement platform, and OTA measurement arrangements.
4.1

Simulator overview

The overview of the simulator build in Matlab environment is given in Fig. 32. The
simulator combines the models presented in the previous chapters to characterize the
beam patterns of the distortion, study the impacts of amplitude variations, and understand
the concepts of spatial linearization discussed in Chapter 5. In the simulations presented
in [IV] and [V], the array is modeled as a narrow-band far-field approximation, meaning
that the memory of the array itself is not modeled. In [III], the array is modeled in the

Fig. 32. Overview of the simulator including PA nonlinearity modeled in the time domain,
and spatial combining modeled in the frequency domain. The transitions between the time
and frequency domains are done via DFT. Note that the simulator is based on basebandequivalent modelling and hence the mixers and DACs are considered ideal.
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frequency domain as a wideband far-field approximation. For simplicity, the simulations
are based on ULAs with identical patch antenna elements (5 dBi of gain) and infinite
antenna isolation. The beams are simulated over the azimuth domain. The antenna
spacing varies from λ0 /2 in [III]-[IV] to λ0 in [V].
In [III] and [IV], the PAs are modeled as identical LUTs which are presented in Fig.
19, shown in the previous section. The LUTs are memoryless and applied to the time
domain signal, as presented in Section 3.1.1. As an input waveform in [III], [IV], we use
QAM modulated signals (64-QAM or 256-QAM) with bandwidths of 100-500 MHz
and root-raised cosine (RRC) pulse shaping with a 0.35 roll-off factor. When modeling
wideband spatial combining as in [III], the waveforms at each PA output (i.e., antenna
input) are calculated individually and transformed to the frequency domain via DFT.
The ideal receiver probe is placed in different spatial directions virtually. The sampled
signal is first converted back to the time domain via IDFT and then the various figures
of merit. such as EIRP, ACPR and EVM, are calculated. The EVM is calculated against
the known input symbols (i.e., not against common reference constellation). Note that
the simulator does not model the thermal noise and hence the achieved maximum EVM
results in some cases may be rather good also in the directions where the power is
rather low. In the simulations, the receiver equalization is not used to improve the EVM
results and hence the simulated EVMs only consist of the nonidealities modeled, i.e.,
nonlinearity and the wideband spatial combining effects, and eventually also the pulse
shaping filters.
In [III], the simulations are performed as a Monte-Carlo (MC) analysis where the
input amplitudes of each PA are varied randomly according to the Normal distribution
(in logarithmic scale). The overall FOMs, such as TRACPR and EVM, are calculated for
each MC drive individually and presented as cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
and their characteristics, such as mean and variance. Due to the rather lengthy simulation
time, the number of MC rounds is limited to 500.
4.2

Experimental phased array platform

The experiments presented in this thesis are based on a phased array transceiver
developed in the 5GChampion [77] project during 2016-2017. The block chart of the
16-chain 28 GHz phased array TRx is presented in Fig. 33. Corresponding photographs
of the PCB and 64-element antenna array are shown in Figs. 34 and 35, respectively
[122–124]. Each of the 16 paths is connected to a 2x2-element fixed unit cell via
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Fig. 33. Block diagram of the 28 GHz phased array transceiver (under CC BY 4.0 license from
[VII] ©2021, Authors.

sub-miniature push-on micro (SMPM) connectors. The unit cells have λ0 spacing at
28 GHz. The isolation between the individual antenna ports is 30-35 dB, depending on
the used frequency range [124]. The IF-to-RF path consists of a bandpass filter and a
HMC264LC3B subharmonic mixer driven with 12.1 GHz LO. The MASW-011036
TRX switches (SWs) are used to separate the TX and RX paths. In the common path,
we use Qorvo TGA2595 GaN PAs to amplify the signal before the first power division.
After the PA, the signal is divided into two antenna rows by a PD-0530SM Wilkinson
power divider. Both rows have two TGA2595 PAs separated by controllable 5-bit
HMC939 attenuators to drive the Wilkinson power division network. The individual
paths contain TGP2100 5-bit phase shifters and TGA2595 PAs. The Tx and Rx paths are
separated by MASW-011036 TRx switches such that Tx and Rx share the same phase
shifters, power division network, and mixer. A meandering microstrip lines are used in
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the transmit paths to match the group delay from the common path to each antenna
connector.

Fig. 34. Photograph of the 28 GHz phased array TRx PCB (reprinted [modified] with permission from [VII] ©2021, IEEE).

Fig. 35. 64-element antenna array. The array consist of 16 individual 2x2-element unit cells
arranged to 8x2 formation. Each unit cell is connected to the TRx PCB via SMPM connectors
(reprinted [modified] with permission from [VII] ©2021, IEEE).
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A photograph of the overall phased array unit attached to the mechanics is shown
in Fig. 36. The unit consists of two vertically stacked RF PCBs and a common
auxiliary (AUX) board that is used for regulating the required voltages and controlling
the TRx board for switch, LO, phase shifter, attenuator and PA control. The controls are
hosted from Matlab via a microcontroller in order to control all RF components from
the same measurement software. In all the measurements presented in this thesis, the
PCB 1 shown in Fig. 36 is used as the DUT. The PA gate voltages are controlled by
LMP92066 12-bit DACs operating from -5 V to 0 V range. In other words, the DAC
gives around 1.22 mV resolution for controlling the voltage. The DAC has two channels
and hence one DAC controls two parallel PAs. The DACs are placed to each RF PCB
close to the individual Tx paths, as shown in Fig. 34. The DACs are used in bias up
and bias down procedures, calibrating the PA currents, and even to perform amplitude
tapering in [V]. The PCB does not have an integrated current measurement. Hence, the
drain current and DC power consumption of the individual PAs are measured using 16
INA219 inter-integrated circuit (I2C)-readable current sensors, two Adafruit TCA9548A
1-to-8 I2C multiplexers, and a Raspberry Pi with python code for wireless reading to
Matlab. The DC power and current measurement system is shown at the top in Fig. 36.
4.3

Over-the-air measurement arrangements

The measurements presented in this thesis are performed in the electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) laboratory in the University of Oulu premises. A photograph of
the measurement arrangements is shown in Fig. 37. In the measurements, the equipment
is usually placed behind the DUT to prevent reflections and other multipath components
to have an influence on the measurements. The baseband complex-valued signal
samples are generated in Matlab and fed to Keysight M8190A AWG via a Universal
Serial Bus (USB) connection. The AWG is connected to a Keysight E8257B PSG via
differential IQ ports to provide the IF input required for the DUT. The DUT is attached
to a rotary table for the azimuth domain beam measurements. In all publications within
this thesis, the used angular resolution is 1◦ .
In Tx measurements, the used far-field observation receiver consists of an A-info
LB-28-15 standard gain horn antenna placed in the DUT far-field at a two-meter distance
and a CA2630-141 pre-amplifier to amplify the signal for the Keysight N9040B UXA
signal analyzer. VSA software is used to sample the signal from UXA to Matlab and
measure the EVM. In most of the measurements, sample markers of the AWG are used
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Fig. 36. Photograph of the phased array unit including the mechanics. The overall unit
consists of two vertically stacked 16-path phased array transceivers, both connected to
different 64-element antenna arrays. The required supply voltages and control signals are
implemented on the auxiliary board on the left.
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to trigger the UXA in order to synchronize the Tx and Rx that especially speeds up the
EVM measurements. The DUT and all measurement equipment are controlled from
Matlab-based control software for fully automated measurements. When analyzing
the results, the losses of the cables, the gain of the Rx horn antenna, and the used
pre-amplifier were separately measured and compensated from the measurements. As a
waveform in all modulated signal measurements, we use a 100 MHz wide 64-QAM
or 256-QAM CP-OFDM signal. The signal structure follows the 3GPP/NR standard
for FR2 frequencies. The used waveform has a PAPR of 10.9 dB (10−3 probability)
measured from the PSG output. The EVM measurements are mostly performed over
one subframe of the signal. All the measurements are performed over-the-air and hence
the PA output characteristics also include the impact of the antennas. The used FOMs
describing the signal quality and beam shape are EIRP, sidelobe level (SLL), ACPR,
and EVM. Out-of-band distortion power beams are plotted as ACP. The powers are
measured by the UXA with a narrow resolution bandwidth and by using a significant
amount of averaging to maintain good SNR for the measurements.

PA Pdc and Id
measurement

REF ANT.
2m
DUT

64-element array.

UXA
ARB

RX PRE-AMP

PSG

ROTARY TABLE
Fig. 37. Measurement arrangements in the antenna chamber (under CC BY 4.0 license from
[V] ©2021, Authors.)
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5

Digital linearization of phased array
transmitter

Traditionally, phased array only has a single digital IQ input, but multiple parallel
nonlinear outputs. Hence, the strategy of what and how to linearize the array has to be
understood from the system perspective. The study of the linearization strategies is
divided into three main questions that are:
1. What to linearize?
2. How to measure the array nonlinear response for training the linearization?
3. How to construct the DPD objective based on the measurements?
The first point requires one to understand the figures of merit that the linearization is
targeted to improve. For example, EVM measured at the steering angle and ACPR
characterized as TRP have a very different meaning from the system perspective. In
particular, this is the case when the nonlinear contribution of each PA and antenna
element is different. The second point is to study and understand different methods and
ways to measure the radiated nonlinearity of the array. The third point is then how these
measurements are used to construct the DPD objective. For example, if conductive
measurement arrangements are used, the system can then use mathematics to construct
the array response based on the individual PA measurements.
In order to understand the methods and strategies for phased array linearization, this
thesis approaches the problem from two different perspectives. First, in papers [II]-[IV],
we study what really happens if the array is linearized by a single DPD fitted between
the estimated or measured over-the-air response and a common phased array input. By
observing the behavior of individual PAs and the combined response, we then study how
the overall linearity is eventually achieved, i.e., what is the contribution of the individual
PAs, what is the impact of beamforming and spatial combining, and eventually what is
the impact of linearization in different spatial directions. Then, in paper [V], we control
directly the PAs by tuning their operation points to make their nonlinear characteristics
more similar at the outputs with varying required output powers used for controlling the
sidelobe level. In papers [VI] and [VII], we study more the aspects of how to measure
the array nonlinearity for training the DPD, and how to generate the objective to be
linearized.
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5.1

Digital predistortion of phased array

5.1.1

Digital predistortion

Digital predistortion has been widely used for linearization purposes in microwave
systems that usually have a dedicated digital chain (i.e., DAC) for each PA [102, 125].
Figure 38 shows a basic flow chart of a transmitter with DPD linearization. The basic
idea of DPD is to derive the inverse of the PAs nonlinear behavior to pre-cancel the
nonlinearity observed at the PA output. DPD coefficients are trained based on the output
observations that are measured by an FB receiver. Various training techniques and
DPD models are used in the literature that focus on the DPD model and the learning
architecture [125]. In this thesis we focus on the DPD concepts applicable for phased
arrays; we do not review in detail the various algorithms and models used to derive the
DPD coefficients that can be found, for example, in [70, 102, 126, 127]. Hence, the
presented DPD coefficients are derived with rather simple well-known methods, while
the main focus is on the feedback strategies, the generation of the DPD objective based
on measurements, and the overall concept on how the spatial distortion behaves with
array DPD linearization.

Fig. 38. Single PA system with DPD. The output is measured from the PA output and the
observations are used to train the DPD model.

The DPD derivations in this thesis are based on the LS fitting and basic memory
polynomial (MP) with only odd-order nonlinear coefficients, and the procedure is very
similar to the PA model fitting presented in Section 8. The MP DPD output can be
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written as [102]
M

xin,dpd (n) =

K

∑ ∑ dm,k x(n − m)|x(n − m)|k−1 ,

(32)

m=0 k=1
k:odd

where xin,dpd (n) ∈ C is the nth sample of the predistorted input, xin (n) ∈ C denotes the
nth sample of the raw input signal for the array, K ∈ 2Z+ + 1 is the order of nonlinearity,
M ∈ Z+ is the memory depth, n denotes the sample index, and dm,k ∈ C denotes the mth
memory tap and kth nonlinear order DPD coefficient. The DPD is trained by indirect
learning architecture [102] by denoting
M

x̂MP (n) =

K

∑ ∑ dm,k y(n − m)|y(n − m)|k−1 ,

(33)

m=0 k=1
k:odd

where x̂MP (n) is the estimated input and y(n) denotes the measured output signal. The
DPD coefficients are solved by LS fitting, as follows; the observations y(n) with different
delays m and nonlinear orders k are stacked into an M((K + 1)/2) × Ns matrix as
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(34)

where
yk,m (n) = y(n − m)|y(n − m)|k−1 .

(35)

The overall DPD coefficients are solved as
dˆ = (YH Y)−1 YH~xin ,

(36)
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where
dˆ = [d1,0 , d3,0 , ..., dK,0 ,
d1,1 , ..., dK,1 , ..., d,M , ..., dK,M ]T ,

(37)

and ~xin is the input vector.
5.1.2

Phased array DPD

In single PA systems or in a multi-antenna system where each PA has a dedicated
digital input, each PA can have also a dedicated DPD and the linearization is focused
on the PA outputs. However, in phased array systems this is not possible because the
signal is divided in the analog domain to multiple antenna paths that usually have
dedicated PAs. Hence, if we follow the same linearization targets than in the single PA
systems, multiple nonlinear PAs have to be linearized by a single DPD. Such a system is
depicted in Fig. 39. If the nonlinear response of each PA is exactly the same at the
output of each PA, a single DPD can indeed linearize all PAs. In traditional phased array
systems where only the phase is controlled, this assumption may be even valid; if the
antenna isolation is high, phase shifters are ideal, the power division network has no
amplitude imbalance, and the PAs are exactly the same. However, in practice, such
a scenario is rather challenging to achieve due to the fact that there is always some
differences associated with the RF due to manufacturing tolerances as well as intended
compromises made in the design. Additionally, the environment that each PA sees
around it is obviously different at the edges of the array than in the middle due to the
electromagnetic as well as the thermal effects that make the PA responses dependent on
each other. In addition, the antennas have a coupling which in turn causes time-varying
loads seen by the PAs when the steering angle is varied.
In multi-antenna cellular systems, multiple users are envisioned to be served even
simultaneously at the same frequency, as they can be divided into the spatial domain
by using beamforming. To improve the spatial separation capabilities, the arrays are
preferably able to control the shape of the beam pattern, i.e., to form zeros and reduce the
sidelobes, by varying amplitudes of the individual elements. Controlling the amplitudes
of the individual PA inputs has a direct impact on the differences in the nonlinear
behavior of the individual transmit paths.
The phased array DPD problem can be turned to a single PA DPD problem by
modeling the whole array as a single nonlinear element. The "single output" for the
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Fig. 39. Phased array system with DPD. The output of the array has to be measured in a way
that emulates or models the overall radiated array behavior.

DPD problem can be derived in various ways depending on the linearization target. The
most obvious way is to measure or model the array response in the far field, for example,
in the direction where the intended receiver is assumed to be located. This can be done
by various feedback arrangements that are presented in Section 5.2. Once the single
output for the DPD model is built or measured, the system can use the same principles
to generate the DPD coefficients as in the single PA system. In fact, the multiple
elements can even average out the parts of the nonlinear distortion [128] even without
linearization, but this is naturally observed only in the steering angle. The challenge for
the DPD is that every time the array changes its beamforming weights, i.e., amplitudes
and phases, the nonlinear response may vary. This requires continuous adaptation to
maintain the DPD performance across various steering angles and amplitude weights.
Arranging the feedback loop for the continuous adaptation is not trivial in compact
phased array systems that may have tens, or even hundreds of antenna elements.
5.1.3

Relation to existing concepts

If the DPD is tailored to linearize the Tx in a certain steering angle, some parts of the
distortion spread to other directions. This is illustrated in Fig. 39 by the "notch" that the
distortion forms with the DPD linearization. From the ACPR perspective, such behavior
is not optimal due to the TRP specification of out-of-band distortion. In such a case, the
linearization in the steering angle is achieved by over-the-air combining of multiple
different nonlinear components that cancel each other in the target direction. Hence,
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each PA output may have a significant amount of distortion, but when combined, they
can still result in a linear response. In general, this can be seen as a similar concept than,
for example, [129], or feed-forward linearization [130]. However, in directive array
DPD, the whole system is tuned to achieve the linearity. In the array context, this means
that the individual elements can help each other to achieve the overall linearity if the
DPD objective is generated based on the combined outputs.
5.2

Feedback receiver strategies

DPD requires one to know the output of the nonlinear system in order to solve the DPD
coefficients. In single PA systems, the observations are measured from the PA output,
but in a multi-antenna system the FB receiver arrangements are more complicated as the
overall response is constructed by multiple elements that are physically separated. In
addition, the antennas also play a role in the array linearization as the spatial combining
eventually sums the nonlinear signals in space to different directions. Different FB
architectures have major differences in their implementation complexity. They also
enable the observation of different aspects that may be important for the system,
depending on the linearization targets. For example, if the system is able to measure
each PA output individually, it is possible to estimate the total radiated distortion without
the actual beam measurement. In [VII], the FB receiver strategies are divided into
over-the-air, underdetermined PA feedback, combined array feedback, and time-shared
feedback arrangements. These are illustrated in Fig. 40. OTA receiver arrangements use
a reference antenna or antennas, while the underdetermined, combined, and time-shared
approaches intend to approximate the array behavior based on conducted measurements.
5.2.1

Over-the-air feedback

Different OTA receiver arrangements for DPD training are illustrated in Fig. 40(a).
The DPD of phased array that uses the OTA feedback receiver is used, for example,
by the doctoral candidate in [II,V], and by others in [58, 60, 61, 66, 69]. Compared
to conducted methods, the OTA arrangements can better measure the impacts of the
antennas. In addition, the use of reference antennas does not add post-PA losses from,
e.g., couplers and switches that would decrease the overall power efficiency. In an
ideal case, the reference antenna should be placed in the far field to measure the array
response directly from the steering angle. A traditional definition for the far field is that
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 40. Feedback strategies used for phased array DPD training that contains only a single digital chain (IQ). Architectures are listed as (a) OTA feedback, (b) underdetermined PA
feedback, (c) RF-combined array feedback and (d) time-shared feedback (reprinted with permission from [VII] ©2021, IEEE).

the phase error over the array aperture with respect to the observation in the far field is
less than 22.5◦ [76]. Depending on the array size, this can be several meters in mmW
frequencies that, off course, is not very practical to arrange in real systems. On the other
hand, depending on the FOM to be measured, the requirement can be relaxed without
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any significant impact on the performance [69, 131]. In the case of the array DPD,
the error depends on the similarity of the nonlinear PA responses. In particular, if the
responses are highly correlated, the phases of individual elements have a smaller impact
in combining, and therefore smaller measurement distance may be sufficient [61, 69].
However, in cases when the array elements have very different shapes of nonlinearity,
the near-field arrangements easily limits the bandwidth. This can be understood by
different approximations to model the spatial combining presented in Section 3.1.2.
The main drawback of using the reference antennas is the fact that the measurement
is sensitive to multipath propagation and interference. Multiple propagation paths are
easily seen as a post-PA memory in the feedback measurements and they have a direct
impact on the DPD training. If this is not considered in the DPD training, the system
easily pre-equalizes the channel between the array and the feedback receiver instead
of linearizing the array. This problem can be addressed by calibrating the response
between the array and the reference antenna, but the calibration coefficients are common
for all antenna elements if the array is trained with all elements active. Additionally,
the reference antenna is only placed in a certain steering angle, and the antenna may
interfere with the actual beam formed by the array towards the end user. Alternatively,
the feedback antenna can be placed between the antennas, or aside from the actual
antenna elements. This is considered, for example, in [60], where the authors use a
coupling antenna surrounded by the actual Tx elements to sample individual PA outputs.
From the RF implementation perspective, this provides the possibility to integrate the
measurement Rx as a part of the actual array in a compact form factor. The drawback is
that the coupling antenna can effectively only couple paths connected to the adjacent
antenna elements without significant attenuation. However, low coupling from more
distant antenna elements to the coupling antenna may be acceptable, especially in high
power systems. In principle, the usage of the coupling antennas can be considered to be
an alternative implementation of the conventional directional couplers.
5.2.2

Conducted feedback arrangements

Underdetermined, i.e, partial, feedback means that the feedback is taken only from
specific PA elements. Such an approach is presented in Fig. 40(b). In some special
cases, even a single PA FB [52] produce a decent estimation of the array behavior. If all
the PAs have a similar response and the antenna coupling is negligible, using a single
PA FB is sufficient. This is further expanded in [59], but the assumption is still that
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the PA characteristics are identical. However, in practical implementations, there are
always differences over the PAs which compromise the performance of the single PA
FB in phased array transmitters. This is observed, for example, in [42]. Note that, in
general, the number of feedback paths can also be more than one. For example, from the
RF-layout perspective, the feedback paths can be placed to the outermost elements of
the array. The feasibility of the underdetermined feedback systems depends on the target
linearization performance. In other words, for relatively loose ACPR specifications,
such feedback arrangements may be sufficient.
One approach for the feedback receiver is to emulate spatial combining in the
feedback by recovering the channel phase and amplitude, and combining the paths in
the analog domain to a single FB output as shown in Fig. 40(c). This is called phased
feedback [III], or anti-beamforming feedback [55, 59]. In regular phased arrays, the
basic idea of the feedback is to cancel the phase shifts of the Tx paths, i.e., conjugate the
beamformer, but also other weights can be used, depending on the target. Amplitude
and phase control in the feedback path gives freedom to weight the individual PA
responses in the analog domain. For example, the feedback network can emulate
different directions to follow the main lobe. Additionally, the emulation may be also
performed in a different direction than the intended steering angle which enables the
conducted emulation of the beam formed by the array. The main drawback of the
approach is that each feedback path should be equipped with an additional phase shifter,
a possible gain control element, and a symmetric combining network that eventually
increases the complexity and may be rather challenging to implement in a highly
crowded RF layout. However, in TRx architectures that use different paths for Tx and
Rx, the system could eventually reuse the Rx paths for the feedback in the transmit
mode. Another drawback is that with only the phase shift, the wideband nature of the
channel is not modeled. The combined feedback approach can be enabled in phased
array systems that have separate Tx and Rx paths all the way to the antennas by reusing
the Rx paths for the feedback receiver.
Most of the OTA and combined feedback solutions aim to measure all the PA outputs
simultaneously. Another approach is to use a single feedback receiver and separate the
measurements of the individual PA outputs in time. The switches shown in Fig. 40(d)
can be used to couple each PA output to the feedback in different time instants. This has
been proposed, for example, in [IV] and [36]. Switchable or time-shared FB approaches
use additional switches to connect the FB Rx to the PA outputs one-by-one. The main
benefit is that this makes it possible to have a model for each transmit path which may
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help to speed up the adaptation of the DPD for rapid changes in the steering angle. In
addition, it is important to note that due to the asymmetry of the delays of the paths
(phases) and gains, the feedback should be calibrated in order to map the measured
response to the actual PA output and make the individual branches comparable.
5.2.3

Common feedback line utilizing TDD switches

One further solution of the time-shared feedback is to reuse the TDD TRx architecture
where the Tx and Rx paths are connected to the same antenna and separated by TRx
switches. This principle is presented in Fig. 41. In this architecture, the feedback can be
implemented as a single feedback line that couples each transmit path to the feedback
Rx. Compared to the other time-shared feedback solutions, the architecture does not
require any additional switches or other active electronics before the actual Rx (mixer,
ADCs, etc.) which simplifies the implementation and control. This may be a very
attractive solution for phased array implementations, where the RF layout is extremely
crowded. Hence, any additional component and control increase the system complexity,
and compromise the layout solutions. The main drawback of this approach is that it is
not able to characterize the PAs under varying load conditions caused by finite antenna
coupling. However, for many cases, the architecture can be used for characterizing the
individual PA paths and to perform successful linearization. It should be noted that the
coupling value from the individual paths to the feedback line has to be selected such that
it does not increase the original antenna coupling. For example, in [VII], the coupling is
around 40 dB, while the antenna isolation is 30-35 dB depending on the frequency of
interest. The principle of the approach is presented in detail in [VI]-[VII] together with
the RF implementation and experimental validation.
5.2.4

Feedback calibration

In single PA systems, the FB response is only seen as a post-PA memory. In systems
where the individual PAs are measured through different paths, each feedback response
may weight and filter individual PA responses in a different way. This has to be taken
into account if the aim is to approximate the radiated array response. For example, the
FB line shown in Fig. 41 has gain and phase (delay) differences from the individual
coupling points to the FB output. In addition, the matching of each feedback point may
also vary. This eventually makes the frequency responses from the coupling points to the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 41. (a) An alternative feedback strategy for TDD system and (b) the ADS layout of the
feedback line. The individual PA measurements are separated in time by reusing the TDD
switches of the array front end (reprinted with permission from [VII] ©2021, IEEE).

common feedback to be different. If the aim of the common DPD is to linearize the array
in the far field, the FB line can be calibrated by OTA measurements. An example of such
a system is depicted in Fig. 42. The main emphasis is to compare the measurements
performed through the feedback to using a separate OTA antenna as a reference, and to
derive the calibration filters to post-equalize the feedback measurements to mimic the
OTA measured signals. In the time-shared feedback approach, the process is performed
for each Tx path separately. The behavior of the FB itself is static and linear, and hence
it depends only weakly on the steering angle due to the high antenna isolation and
similar antenna elements. Consequently, a single FB calibration is sufficient for multiple
steering angles. However, DPD will be direction dependent, taking into account the
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Fig. 42. Phased array system common feedback line and a single OTA receiver used for
feedback calibration. The OTA Rx can be disconnected from the system after the feedback
calibration (reprinted with permission from [VII] ©2021, IEEE).

impacts of phase and amplitude control of each Tx path altogether. The presented
approach has been extended so that it can be also used to measure PAs under varying
load conditions in [132].
Feedback calibrations are basically finite impulse response (FIR) filters that postequalize the feedback paths. If the FIR design is based on measurements that use an
oversampled 5GNR signal, the feedback response of the frequencies that are out of
the signal band are rather noisy. Hence, if, for example, LS fitting is used to derive
the filter responses, the behavior at the adjacent bands is unpredictable. Using such
calibration filters for generating the DPD observations would naturally have a negative
impact on the DPD performance. To overcome this, the waveform used in calibrations
can be tuned to be more wideband than the actual training signal used for DPD. In
[VII], a frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) signal is used to train the
feedback calibration coefficients. The principles of the frequency domain behavior of
the calibration filters with both 5GNR and FMCW signals are illustrated in Fig. 43. In
this figure, Yota ( f ) and Yfb ( f ) represent the signal spectra when measured with reference
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Fig. 43. Principles of the impact of the calibration waveform on the calibration filter frequency responses. Using the FMCW waveform for calibration makes it possible to better
model better the feedback response at the adjacent frequency band (reprinted with permission from [VII] ©2021, IEEE).

antenna and the common feedback line, respectively. The calibration filter frequency
response is derived as
Yota ( f )
C( f ) =
.
(38)
Yfb ( f )
With the 5GNR signal, the calibration filter response deviates in the adjacent bands,
while with the FMCW signal, the filter frequency response remains relatively flat over
the entire bandwidth as expected. Similar waveform considerations have been used for
the calibration of individual Tx paths in [133].
5.3

DPD of amplitude-varying phased array

In many phased array systems, only the phase of the array paths are controlled to steer
the beam to desired directions. Amplitude control is usually required to reduce the
sidelobes, form zeros, or otherwise optimize the beam pattern in multi-user scenarios or
fading channel conditions. One should remember that, for example, the traditional MRT,
i.e., a matched filter (MF), beamforming approach weights each element by the complex
conjugate of the channel. If the channels from the individual antennas to the intended
receiver have different amplitudes, MRT generally also requires to control the amplitude
of the array paths. Such a scenario may be present even in LOS channel conditions if
there is any strong reflection present in the environment. In this thesis, we limit the
examples into two main cases: that are amplitude tapering used to reduce the sidelobes,
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and random amplitude errors that appear in arrays, for example, due to the control
word dependent amplitude errors of the phase shifters as well as other manufacturing
tolerances. Both of these cases are denoted as amplitude varying phased arrays.
5.3.1

DPD of tapered phased arrays

In [II,III, and IV], traditional Taylor tapering is used to reduce the sidelobes of the beam
pattern with different sidelobe levels targets. In an ideal case, the tapering should be
applied to the antenna inputs, not to the PA inputs, as the PAs may change the intended
amplitude distribution over the antenna elements due to the nonlinearity. This was
already observed in Section 3.2.3. Linearizing such an array by DPD gives a good
overview on how the distortion behaves in the spatial domain if the elements have
(symmetric) differences in their nonlinear behavior. Figure 44a shows how the AMAM
behavior of individual PAs when the Taylor taper with a target of 30 dB sidelobe level is
used to taper the PA inputs. When the DPD is trained based on the signal observed
at the steering angle (φs , θs ), the linearization is achieved by two main mechanisms.
In lower power levels, the linearization is focused on the higher driven PAs that are
more nonlinear. In higher signal levels, the outputs of the lower driven PAs have an
expansive shape, while the higher driven PAs have a compressive shape. Nevertheless,
the combined response is linear. This means that the main lobe linearity is achieved
by combining multiple, differently nonlinear components together. The linearized
spectrum at the main lobe is seen in Fig. 44. The beam pattern of the channel power
and ACP observed at different directions is shown in Fig. 45. The combination of the
compressive-expansive shape of the AMAM responses is seen as a notch in the steering
angle. However, we should note that with such large differences in the nonlinearity of
the individual PA branches, the DPD makes the distortion power in some directions to
be even stronger than in the case without DPD. For in-band linearity in the LOS channel,
this may be acceptable and even desirable, but for ACPR this does not linearize the total
radiated distortion power. Hence, in this kind of scenario, linearizing the main lobe may
have a negative impact in some other directions.
As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the nonlinearity also has an impact on the amplitude
and phase distribution observed in the PA outputs, which in turn has a direct impact on
the sidelobe reduction performance. For example, in the previous 30 dB taper case, the
achieved sidelobe reduction was around 20 dB. The amplitude distributions can be
recovered by proper amplitude calibration, but it is important to note that the DPD may
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also have a slight impact on the amplitude and phase distributions over the PA paths,
even when the DPD is common for all paths. This is illustrated in Fig. 45b by observing
amplitude window over the antennas with and without DPD, and comparing that to Fig.
44a that gave the spectrum behavior. As the DPD lets the main paths be compressed,
the powers of the center PAs are compressed. On the other hand, as the DPD lets the
lower driven PAs (placed at the side of the array) expand, their power is potentially
increased. This means that the DPD may sightly increase the power of the lower driven
PAs. Thus, if the antenna paths have very different nonlinear responses, DPD may
even have an impact on the shape of the beam pattern, in addition to the shape of the
distortion beam. This generally means that in some special cases, array calibration and
DPD are dependent on each other.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 44. (a) AMAM behavior of the individual PAs and main-lobe of the beam (normalized) in
an amplitude tapered array with common DPD, and (b) signal spectra at the main lobe with
and without DPD (reprinted with permission from [IV] ©2017, IEEE).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 45. (a) beam patterns of channel power and ACP with and without DPD and (b) power
distribution over the antenna elements with and without DPD (reprinted with permission
from [IV] ©2017, IEEE).
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 46. System models of amplitude tapered phased arrays with DPD for (a) traditional
input tapering scheme and (b) PA bias tapering scheme. In the bias tapering case, the
linearization is more effective in all directions due to the fact that the nonlinear responses
at the PA outputs have a similar shape (under CC BY 4.0 license from [V] ©2021, Authors).

In [IV], the amplitude tapering is performed by PA biasing. As presented in Section
3.2.3, bias control can generally improve the efficiency of the PAs that have lower output
power. Bias control also has another benefit that can have a positive impact on the DPD
performance; it makes it possible to control directly the nonlinearity of the parallel PAs.
In other words, with bias control, it is possible to make the shapes of the nonlinearity (for
example, AMAM and/or AMPM) across the PAs more similar, even though they have a
different output power. In an ideal case, the similarity between the PAs helps to achieve
linearity in all directions, and hence it would better serve the ACPR specifications of
5GNR systems that are given in TRP. The system can also be configured to operate
in the opposite manner, i.e., to make the PAs purposely different and gain from the
over-the-air combining to improve the the linearity in a given direction as in [134].
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The simulation example given in [IV] is based on bias dependent LUT models of
GaN PAs. The scenario is compared to the traditional input tapering case, where the
PA biases are kept constant while their input powers are tapered. In the example, we
used Taylor tapering with a target of -24 dB sidelobe level for an 8 element ULA. The
tapered responses are calibrated directly to the PA outputs in both the bias tapering
and input tapering cases. The system models of the bias tapering and input tapering
cases are presented in Fig. 46. The AMAM and AMPM behavior of 4 parallel PAs
with DPD are presented in Fig. 47. With input tapering, the output responses have a
different nonlinear shape and the overall linearity is achieved by over-the-air combining.
In contrast, with bias control, the responses are more similar which helps one achieve
linearity in all radiated directions. The corresponding beam patterns are presented in Fig.
48. The simulation results show that the bias tapered case gives better linearity in all
directions. More analysis related to the performance of bias tapering with measured
TRACPR, EVM, efficiency, and sidelobe reduction performance is presented in [IV].
The best measured example case showed a -23.5 dB maximum sidelobe level with 4.9%
EVM, and -40.8 dB total radiated ACPR with DPD.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 47. Simulated (a) AMAM and (b) AMPM of individual PAs with input amplitude tapering and bias tapering. The case with bias tapering and DPD achieves more similar AMAM
and AMPM responses across the individual PAs (under CC BY 4.0 license from [V] ©2021,
Authors).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 48. Simulated beam patterns of signal and distortion in (a) input tapering, and (b) bias
tapering scenarios. With bias tapering, it is possible to achieve linearity in all directions,
even with tapered PA output powers (under CC BY 4.0 license from [V] ©2021, Authors).

5.3.2

DPD of phased arrays with random amplitude errors

The differences in the PA input amplitudes, PA responses, and output loads, etc., can
also be unintended and caused by natural component variations and manufacturing
tolerances. In [III], the impact of the random input amplitude variations on the DPD
performance was studied. The amplitude errors at the PA inputs can be related to, for
example, phase shifter control word dependent gains. A system model of phased array
having amplitude variations at the PA inputs and a combined feedback circuitry to model
the beamforming angle is presented in Fig. 49. The behavior of the system is studied
by MC simulations using the LUT PA model of a 45-nm CMOS-SOI PA presented in
Section 3.1.1, which is driven with a 256-QAM modulated signal. The power of each
PA input signal is varied randomly according to a normal distribution in the logarithmic
scale. The simulations are performed with different standard deviations, σ , of the input
powers, from 0 all the way to 10 dB. In addition, the number of antenna elements are
varied from 2 to 256 with logarithmic steps.
An example beam pattern of the simulated channel power and ACP of a 32-element
ULA are shown in Fig. 50. On average, increasing the amplitude variations makes the
notch achieved in ACP beams deeper. Additionally, linearization increases the ACP
power other angles with larger amplitude variations. The average beam does not reveal
the whole truth about the behavior of the individual MC simulation runs. The CDFs of
EVM measured at the steering angle and TRACPR integrated over the space is given in
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Fig. 51. Here the observation is that as the amplitude variations increases, the EVM
performance is significantly improved, while the TRACPR is decreased. Note also that
the EVM slightly improves even without the averaging effects, while the TRACPR
becomes worse. In [III], the impact is further studied with different antenna array sizes.
The conclusion is that larger arrays benefit more on the natural variations, but they also
benefit significantly on the over-the-air combining for linearizing the steering angle.
In the case of some beamforming methods other than beam steering, this variation
may also be related to the fading channel conditions. For example, a MRT beamformer
also changes the amplitudes of individual antennas if the radio channel has multiple
propagation paths. Even with a very small movement of the user, these weights may vary
randomly due to the random nature of the radio channel. However, in many practical
cases, the optimal DPD objective will not only be in a single steering angle.
5.4

Trade-offs in phased array linearization

Traditionally, DPD linearization is a tradeoff between achievable efficiency, output
power, in-band linearity (i.e., EVM), and out-of-band linearity (i.e., ACPR). As such,
DPD does not improve efficiency, but it makes it possible to drive the PA in a more
nonlinear mode for a fixed linearity constraint. The same applies for increasing power:
with DPD, the PA can operate in a more nonlinear region compared to the case without

Fig. 49. Array DPD with input amplitude variations and channel-emulating phased feedback
(reprinted with permission from [III] ©2018, IEEE).
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Fig. 50. Average beam shapes of channel power and ACP for 32- element ULA with and without DPD with different amplitude variations. Increasing the amount of variations improves
achieved linearity in the steering angle, but it may increase the distortion power in other
angles (reprinted with permission from [III] ©2018, IEEE).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 51. Simulated CDFs of (a) EVM and (b) TRACPR with and without DPD trained at steering
angle for 32-element ULA. Different curves indicate the performance with different standard
deviation values of the input powers (reprinted with permission from [III] ©2018, IEEE).

DPD for a fixed linearity target. In mmW systems, the large bandwidth also makes
memory effects even more dominant than in the past [135]. In systems with significant
memory effects, different DPD methods compromise between the ACPR and EVM
performance [136]. For example, in basic LS fitting, memory effects weight more the
in-band behavior and easily end up to pre-equalize the in-band behavior instead of
linearizing the out-of-band performance. In phased arrays, all these standard trade-offs
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are present, but the additional trade-offs are related to the spatial distribution of the
distortion. In this section, we discuss the trade-offs and present strategies to balance
between total radiated and directive linearization performance.
5.4.1

TRACPR vs EVM

In phased arrays, balancing between EVM and ACPR is balancing between the directive
and total radiated linearity, which generally means balancing between the EVM and
TRACPR. The trade-off is related to the spatial distribution of the distortion. The
principle is presented in Fig. 52. The more the system uses over-the-air combining, the
more directivity in the linearization the system achieves by spreading the distortion to
other directions. The main thing to understand is that beamforming, or over-the-air
combining in general, does not increase the total power, but only redistributes it over
the space. Hence, the total radiated linearity can be improved only by improving the
linearity of each antenna input. Relatively loose ACPR specifications of mmW systems
make this trade-off interesting. To achieve good EVM with high-order modulation
in a system with finite antenna coupling, one can always harness the differences to
perform directive linearization. However, the system has to still guarantee the TRACPR
performance.

Fig. 52. Principle of the DPD behavior trained at the steering directions with the increasing
variation of nonlinearity over the antenna and PA paths. If the relation between the signal
and distortion is similar between the paths, DPD can linearize the system in all directions.
If the relation is very different, the linearization is directive and hence not all directions are
linearized.
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5.4.2

Maximum ACP vs TRACPR

Understanding the spatial distribution of the out-of-band distortion is important. This is
especially the case if the transmitter combines multiple nonlinear components over-theair for linearization purposes. In addition to TRACPR, the maximum ACP measured
over the directions may also matter as discussed in Section 3.3. An example related
to this is given in [II], where a phased array is linearized in the steering angle. An
example figure of the ACP beam is given in Fig. 53. The beams are measured with a
100 MHz wide 256-QAM waveform at center frequency of 28.1 GHz. In the figure, we
can observe that the maxima of the ACPs with DPD are not always in the steering angle.
Hence, the out-of-band leakage slightly outside the main beam may be even increased
due to the DPD. This does not necessarily serve the purpose of the DPD linearization if
it is targeted for ACPR reduction, even though the TRACPR would be increased. If the
victim user would be exactly in the direction of the ACP maximum, the impact may
be rather severe. However, it should be noted that such an event may be rather rare in
practice. The importance of the maximum ACP totally depends on the system that is
operating on the adjacent band, i.e., if it can afford to loose a signal in some rare cases
due to the out-of-band interference. In this sense, it could be beneficial if also the peak
of the ACP beam would be specified in the standards to prevent the worst case scenarios.

Fig. 53. Measured channel power and ACP beams for a 16-chain phased array with and
without DPD. The figure shows that the maxima of the ACPs with main lobe DPD is not
always in the steering angle (reprinted with permission from [II] ©2019, IEEE).
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5.4.3

Targeted beam shape vs linearity

In the previous sections, it has been shown that the nonlinearity also has an impact on
the beam shape and the system requires calibration to maintain the beam shape, when
nonlinear PAs and common DPD linearization are used. This is mostly related to the
calibration of the array and can be avoided with proper tuning of the amplitude and
phase of each branch. For example, it can be seen as a decreased side lobe level in
tapered phased arrays when the power is increased. However, amplitude and phase
calibration performed with linear variable gain amplifiers (VGAs) and phase shifters
cannot correct the sidelobe level over different instantaneous waveform samples. This
means that whenever over-the-air combining is used for linearization, the beam is
potentially varying as a function of the signal envelope. In general, this often means that
the sidelobe level is larger for higher signal levels than for lower signal levels. Even
though these peaks do not have a major impact on the RMS channel power, they must
be considered when, for example, designing cancellation between these beams similarly
as in [97]. Again, the impact of this depends totally on the differences between the PAs.
If the PAs are rather similar, the cancellation among the beams is mostly dominated
by the linear signals and does not affect the cancellation performance. This is also
observed in [66] where two orthogonal beams with a dedicated DPD for both of them
are designed.
5.4.4

DPD-only strategies for balancing between the directive and
radiated linearity

The balancing between TRACPR and EVM can be done in many ways depending
on what parameters the system can tune during the operation. One strategy to make
a trade-off is to balance the DPD directly between the total radiated and directive
distortion. Such balancing means that the linearization does not control any of the PAs
individually, but only balances the DPD model between different targets. This can be
done by the strategy of how the DPD objective is composed based on the feedback
measurements. In [VII], three alternative ways of generating the DPD object based on
individual PA measurements are presented. Briefly, the strategies can be divided as
follows:
1. Combining measurements of individual PAs as they combine in the radio channel in
the beamforming direction.
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2. Modeling individual PAs by polynomials and combining the models, or modeling
directly the DPDs of individual PAs, and combining the DPDs.
3. Combining the measurements of individual PAs as an independent measurement, for
example, in the LS sense.
Strategy 1 is the most obvious choice which is equivalent to modeling or measuring
the array response in the steering angle and using single-input single-output (SISO)
models to solve the DPD coefficients. This aims for linearization at the steering angle
only and does not consider the distortion that is spread outside the main beam. The
benefit of strategy 2 is that the PA models can be trained during the operation one-by-one
and the system can weight the individual PA or DPD models to change the linearization
target freely. However, the main drawback is that the models should be parametrized
in the same manner which is not always very easy if the PAs are very different. For
example, optimal polynomial order or memory depth for different PAs may be different,
and combining those models to generate another DPD model is not straightforward. The
third strategy is ideal for TRACPR reduction as there the model is fitted between the PAs
in the LS sense. This model does not directly allow directive linearization but instead
aims for linearizing the total distortion of the system. DPD can also be performed to
compromise between the maximum single PA linearity and directive linearity, as done
in [39]. Similarly, the system can compromise the linearization performance between the
LS criteria over the antennas and the LS error in the steering angle, e.g., by combining
strategies 1 and 3.
5.4.5

Analog tuning of individual Tx paths

As the DPD controls only the common input, DPD only solutions are naturally suboptimal from the directive and total radiated performance perspective. To reduce the
trade-off between these parameters, the system can tune the nonlinearity of the paths by
tuning the individual PA paths. Such methods may use the following techniques:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Controlling the operation of the individual PAs by bias or supply control.
Controlling the input amplitudes of the PAs by analog phase and amplitude control.
Controlling the nonlinearity of the individual PAs by analog predistortion.
Controlling the output loads of the PAs.

In [V], the bias control that is used to reduce the beam pattern sidelobes gives partially
what is alleviated in option 1. The aim of the bias control is to make the nonlinearity of
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Fig. 54. Simulated sidelobe level vs instantaneous input power of the waveform for input
amplitude tapering (calibrated to PA outputs), and gate-bias based amplitude tapering, together with DPD trained at the steering angle. The figure shows that the indicators of the
beam shape, such as sidelobe level, depend on the instantaneous power of the input samples with input tapering case, while with bias tapering, the sidelobe level remains constant
across the waveform samples (under CC BY 4.0 license from [V] ©2021, Authors).

all PAs similar. Equivalently, the bias control can also make the PAs purposely different,
if the directivity of the DPD is desired. The bias control requires extra calibration
functionalities in the system that, of course, increases the overall complexity of the
DPD approach. Instead of gate bias, the system can also tune the supply voltage of
the PA. However, tuning the supply from which the PA takes its main current is more
challenging than controlling the gate voltage. In addition, the gate bias control can be
done based on the voltage DACs that are already present in the system for PA bias up
and down procedures.
If the nonlinearity of the individual PA paths are controlled, the system must also
take care of the impact on the actual beam shape by additional calibration steps. In that
case, the linearization is also a trade-off between the beam shape and the linearity. This
is illustrated in [V], where amplitude tapering performed on the gains of PA drivers are
compared against amplitude tapering performed by using a PA gate bias. An example
of the simulated sidelobe levels of different instantaneous power levels of the input
waveform is given in Fig. 54. In the case of input tapering, the antennas have very
different shapes of nonlinearity. Hence, in higher power levels of the input waveform, the
sidelobe level is significantly increased. This is simply due to the compressive-expansive
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behavior of individual PAs in AMAM and AMPM that makes the amplitude and phase
distribution over the PAs to vary from sample to sample. With bias control, the sidelobe
level remains constant over the different power levels also with DPD. This is because
the bias control makes the shape of the nonlinearity at each antenna more similar, thus
making the sidelobe level independent on the signal envelope.
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6

Nonlinear distortion in multi-beam
transmission and reception

In the previous sections, the focus was on phased array transmitters that only transmit a
single beam to a certain spatial direction. As it was concluded, the distortion had a
different spatial distribution than the linear signal in the case when the nonlinearities of
the individual antenna (PA) paths were different. In systems with spatial multiplexing, the
multiple transmit and receive beams are configured either by using multiple independent
arrays (subarrays), or by using the same array by combining the digital signals from
more than one (IQ) DAC to multiple antennas. Such an architecture is often referred to
as fully connected hybrid beamforming architecture. In such transmitter architectures,
each PA input may have multiple independent signals whose phases and amplitudes are
independently controlled by individual beamformers. The same applies to a traditional
fully digital beamforming architecture where each antenna (and PA) element has a
dedicated digital path. In such a case, each antenna has different nonlinearity due to the
fact that the two signals makes different combinations for each antenna and PA element.
6.1

Nonlinear distortion in multi-stream transmission

When transmitting multiple independent data signals by the same PA and antenna
resources, the spatial distribution of the distortion is of particular importance. Often,
multiple streams have a different desired transmit power which makes the analysis and
control of the distortion even more important. PA distortion behavior in multi-stream
scenarios has been studied in recent papers and a rather intuitive and good analysis can
be found from [46] and [47]. The potential impact of the distortion depends on the array
size, beamforming techniques, as well as the PAs themselves. In the following section, a
short introduction to the phenomena and the potential causes are given, based on [VIII].
6.1.1

Third-order distortion in two-stream transmission

An example system model for a two-beam transmitter is given in Fig. 55. To understand
the basic example, let us approximate the behavior of lth PA with a simple memoryless
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Fig. 55. System model for a multi-beam transmitter where both beams share the same PA
and antenna resources. In narrowband approximations, the model can be equivalently a fully
digital beamforming architecture.

third-order polynomial as
yout,l = bl,1 xl + bl,3 |xl |2 xl ,

(39)

where bl,1 and bl,3 are the first and third-order coefficients of the lth PA model and xl is
the input signal of lth PA. Now, for each PA the input signal is a weighted sum of two
independent signals, denoted as s1 (n) and s2 (n). The input of lth PA can be simply
written as
xl = α1,l e jϕ1,l s1 + α2,l e jϕ2,l s2
(40)
where α p,l and ϕ p,l correspond to amplitude and phase weights of stream p in antenna l.
Hence, the output of the PA l can be written as

3 jϕl,1
3 jϕl,2
yout,l = bl,1 (αl,1 e jϕl,1 s1 + αl,2 e jϕl,2 s2 ) + bl,3 αl,1
e
s1 |s1 |2 + αl,2
e
s2 |s2 |2
2 jϕl,1
2
2 jϕl,2
+ 2αl,1 αl,2
e
s1 |s2 |2 + 2αl,1
αl,2
e
s2 |s1 |2

(41)


2
2
+ αl,1
αl,2 e j(2ϕl,1 −ϕl,2 ) s21 s∗2 + αl,2
αl,1 e j(2ϕl,2 −ϕl,1 ) s22 s∗1 ,
where ( )∗ denotes the complex conjugate. In (41), the third-order distortion terms can
be divided into six distinct components that have different a phase and amplitude. The
components are collected into Table 2. The phase and amplitude relationship can be used
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Table 2. Distortion components produced at the lth PA output for a sum of two independent
streams due to the third-order nonlinear distortion.
index

amplitude

phase

data

1

3
bl,3 αl,1

ϕl,1

s1 |s1 |2

2

3
bl,3 αl,2

ϕl,2

s2 |s2 |2

3

2
2bl,3 αl,1 αl,2

ϕl,1

s1 |s2 |2

4

2 α
2bl,3 αl,1
l,2

ϕl,2

s2 |s1 |2

5

2 α
bl,3 αl,1
l,2

2ϕl,1 − ϕl,2

s21 s∗2

6

2 α
bl,3 αl,2
l,1

2ϕl,2 − ϕl,1

s22 s∗1

to understand the spatial direction and beam shape of the distinct distortion components.
For any antenna array, each of the individual terms has a distinct beam pattern. If b1,3 is
complex (meaning that also AMPM is included), the phase also depends partly on the
PA coefficients.
6.1.2

Impact of power dynamics between the streams

When transmitting multiple streams, the capacity optimization usually assumes that one
can allocate different powers to different streams. Let us assume a power allocation
scheme where stream 2 acquires significantly more power than stream 1, which makes
it harder to send the stream 1 with good SDR. If we further assume a simple beam
steering, or amplitude tapering for both streams, we can assume that αl,2 >> αl,1 . In
that case, terms 2, 3, and 6 in Table 2 would dominate the distortion in the individual PA
outputs. On the other hand, terms 2, and 4-6 can potentially get a different direction in
large arrays and fall out from the beam of stream 1 due to the phase of the distortion
components. Hence, in general, in large arrays, only the distortion terms that have the
same phase, i.e., terms 1 and 3 would limit the stream 1 SDR as their phase dictates that
the distortion goes towards the stream 1 direction. This is illustrated in Fig. 56, where
the power difference of the streams is swept, while keeping their power sum at 1. The
curves expressed with a solid line describe the scenario when all distortion components
distort both signals while the curves expressed with dashed lines takes into account only
components that radiate towards the direction of the streams. These cases can be equally
referred as a single PA distortion case and a beamformed distortion case, which assumes
a large antenna array. Hence, large arrays have the potential to achieve a a good SDR
for all streams even if the power difference between the streams is large. On the other
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 56. (a) Power difference between the streams and (b) SDR of both streams in two different cases. The case presented in dashed lines is when all the distortion components equally
distort both streams, while the case expressed with a solid line is when only the distortion
components that radiated in the direction of the stream are taken into account (reprinted
with permission from [VIII] ©2016, VDE).

hand, if the streams are transmitted with the same power, the distortion is spread to both
directions. In principle, this means that in large arrays, using multiple streams summed
at each individual PA input, the overall PA input (and output) power can be increased
due to the fact that the distortion components fall to multiple directions. In other words,
in a multi-stream transmission, the PAs can be driven with a higher power (and with a
higher efficiency) for a fixed in-band linearity constraint per stream, as the streams
are transmitted to different directions. Very similar observations have been made in
the literature, for example, in [137]. However, from the perspective of total radiated
distortion, the distortion power integrated over the space is not really decreased. On the
other hand, loose ACPR specifications may allow the total radiated distortion to increase.
In mmW beamforming arrays for cases where beamforming architecture shares the
same antenna elements with multiple streams, this may help the system to get more
power and better efficiency from the PAs.
In practice, simple PA models used in the analysis do not properly describe the
multi-stream behavior. For example, strong memory effects may make the distortion
components more coupled with respect to each other, which eventually also has an
impact on the spatial distribution of the distortion components. It should be noted that
using multiple streams potentially increases the peak power of the signal, which can
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lead to increased PAPR. One concern for a PA designer may be that these peaks may
significantly stress the device and even cause damage, which has an impact on the
lifetime of the device. Hence, in such systems, the peaks must be taken into account
either by proper clipping at the common input, or by analog limiters placed at each PA
input. Such limiters would guarantee that the signal levels stay in the region that the PA
can handle.
The simulation results presented in [VIII] did not exactly support the expectations of
the previous analysis. The main reason for this was probably due to the rather small
array and the beamforming method used in the example. The simulations are conducted
by using SVD based beamforming that orthogonalize the streams by dividing them
into transmit and receiver beamformers. Hence, the example allowed each antenna to
have any power from zero up to the sum power over all antennas. In general, as such
this is not a very practical example as the power of each antenna is usually limited to a
single PA power. To prevent these scenarios, [VIII] used an additional backoff relative
to the PAPR calculated over the antenna elements. In the example case in [VIII], the
observation was that in small arrays (16-element ULA in the example), the system
cannot have significant power differences over the streams if all the signals are desired
to get through with a high-order modulation. In practice, the allocation can also be
done based on the data rate using different MCSs for different streams. This eventually
balances the SNR requirements of the streams. This is naturally better for the PAs as the
individual signals can have a similar transmit power.
6.2

Nonlinear distortion in receiver arrays

The receiver have a similar spreading effect of the distortion components than the
transmitter side, if we assume multiple signals arriving to the receiver at the same time
from multiple directions. The nonlinearity of a phased array receiver has been studied,
e.g., in [138] and [139]. In particular, if the interference and the desired signal have
significant power difference at the receiver side, their behavior makes the automatic
gain control challenging. As mmW systems become more common in the future, the
interference level and number of potential blockage scenarios are expected to increase.
The spatial behavior of the distortion has an impact on how to distribute the gain control
between the parallel antenna paths and the common path, to ensure good signal quality
for the ADC input and finally for the detection of the received symbols. The analysis
and discussion given in this section are based on [IX].
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6.2.1

Spatial distribution of receiver distortion

To understand the importance of the receiver distortion behavior, we should think about
what an individual antenna and receiver path observes, and what the array output is
after the combining. This is illustrated in Fig. 57. The individual paths are filtered
only by the directivity of antenna element. Hence, the distortion components related to
the interfering signal are strong at the LNA output. The spatial filtering of the array is
achieved only after the individual paths are combined. Similarly, as in two-stream case at
the transmitter side, there are multiple distortion components at the sum node that have a
different phase and amplitude relation with respect to the incoming signals. Hence,
the intermodulation distortions (IMDs) components have dedicated beams from the
array sum node perspective. In [140], it is proven by measurements that these distortion
components will spread to the directions of 2φI − φD and 2φD − φI , where φI and φD
are the angles of arrival of interfering signals and desired signals, respectively. Hence,
in this case, the IMD angles have a similar relation than that of the IMD frequencies.
In [138], it was further concluded that the third-order intermodulation (IM3) level of
a single chain must be specified for a maximum received total power (interference +
signal), and that the use or arrays does not provide any benefits from the nonlinearity
perspective. This naturally applies for to parallel receiver components before the sum
node. However, due to the spreading of the distortion components in different directions,
the array does filter, at least partially, these distortion components out similarly as
they filter the interference itself. In other words, the nonlinearity of a receiver array is

Fig. 57. Principle of the nonlinear distortion behavior in receiver arrays. The distortion components that depend on the interference and appears before the sum node gets attenuated
due to the beamforming.
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direction dependent, which makes the impact of different spatial blockage scenarios
very different.
In particular, in mmW arrays, the signal level at a single Rx input is expected to be
rather low and noisy due to the high path loss. The receiver gain and linearity budgets
are usually designed such that the nonlinearity of the first RF front-end components
will not dominate the distortion. Moreover, the sum node of the phased array has
usually significantly more power compared to the parallel branches. In practice, this
makes the common path of the receiver dominate the distortion. In order to suppress
the interference power at the sum node, zero-forcing and other interference reduction
techniques and receiver architectures can be used [138], [139], [141]. In narrow-band
scenarios, these techniques also suppress the distortion terms that have the same phase
progression over the antenna elements than that of the interference.
6.2.2

Far-field and near-field blockers

The individual antenna paths contribute to the overall nonlinearity if their input powers
are large enough. This can happen, for example, in following scenarios:
1. The interfering users must have very large power
2. The number of interfering signals is large and they, as a sum, have large power
3. The interfering source is located very close to the receiver
High transmit power comes from the highly directive antenna arrays used in the
transmission, but in practice the EIRP is limited due to the regulatory requirements [120].
The large number of interferers means that as a sum they provide large enough
interference power to have significant impact on the nonlinearity experienced by a single
receiver chain. This may be a potential scenario in cellular systems among multiple
operators, but can be avoided by proper link planning (i.e., by not placing base stations
of multiple operators to the same physical location). Note that the interfering user may
also be from the same system (operating at the same band). However, these scenarios
can be avoided easily by proper scheduling that would control the system not to allow
users with very large distance differences to transmit at the same time. With scenario 3,
we refer to the standard near-far problem when the interfering user is significantly closer
than the desired user. If in that case both users are transmitting towards the same base
station, the interfering power at a single LNA input is significantly larger than that of
the other signal. This would make the interference to dominate the distortion of the
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individual receiver paths. Being close to the receiver can even mean that the user is
located in the radiating near field. Such a scenario is presented in Fig. 58. For example,
indoor access points are usually located in the ceiling or on the wall at a height of 2 - 3
meters and the closest users may be very close to the base station. The far-field distance
defined based on the Fraunhofer distance is illustrated in Fig. 59 for different array sizes
and frequencies. In very large arrays, the near-field boundary may be several meters and
in small cells this scenario is totally possible even in practice, especially if the operating
frequencies are increased further towards hundreds of GHz.

Fig. 58. Potential blockage scenario in mmW systems where the source of interference is
located in the near field.

Fig. 59. Franuhofer distance calculated for different sizes of antenna array in different frequencies. Antenna aperture D is calculated as the largest dimension of the radiating array.
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If the source of interference is located in the near field, it experiences a different
kind of nonlinear response compared to the far field. Furthermore, the impact is even
more band selective in the near field due to the physical delay differences of individual
paths with respect to the source of interference. This is because with different physical
distances from the observation point to the individual antenna elements, the phase
responses also have a different slope (the delay is the derivative of the phase response,
see Section 3.1.2). Hence, the spreading of distortion components related to such
interference depends on the distance in addition to the directions.
6.2.3

Hybrid gain control in receiver arrays

The study in [IX] focuses on comparing the near-field and far-field scenarios from the
perspective of what dominates the distortion and how that can be used to characterize
the distortion of the common and parallel paths. The studies are done by using the
transceiver described in Chapter 4 in receiver mode in different distances, and the
measurements are performed at a 28 GHz center frequency with 100MHz wide 5GNR
signal in terms of channel power and ACP. To characterize the nonlinearity, ACPR
can be used similarly as IMD even though it is not specified as a standard receiver
test [142]. Note that each receiver gain is connected to a 2x2 subarray that is driven
with equal phase and amplitude. In the analysis below, the subarray is referred to as a
single element at a distance of λ0 from the next subarray. In the measurements, the gain
control in the receiver is performed in two different ways. The gain of the common path
is varied by a step attenuator that has a control range from 0 to 31 dB with 1 dB steps,
while the power at the sum node is varied also by varying the number of active RF paths.
In general, if the same component dominates the distortion in both cases, doubling the
number of antenna elements and increasing the step attenuator value by 6 dB should
give the same ACPR.
Photographs of the measurement arrangements in the EMC laboratory are shown in
Fig. 60. The measurements are performed in two different distances that are 25 cm
and 2.1 m. These are shown in Fig. 61. In addition, the Franhofer distances of the
example array with different element configurations are marked to the same figure. The
used transmit EIRP was 20 dBm. The receiver is connected to a UXA signal analyzer
for ACPR measurements over azimuth angles from −45◦ to 45◦ with 1◦ steps. The
receiver is connected to a rotary table to measure the beam shape. Note that as it is
rather challenging to guarantee that the receiver is rotated around the array center, the
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shape of the beam pattern in near field does not necessarily correspond to the beam
pattern from the array origin’s perspective.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 60. Photographs of the measurement arrangements with (a) 25 cm and (b) 2.1m link
distances. The horn is fed with a 100MHz wide 5GNR signal and the array is connected to
a UXA signal analyzer for ACPR measurements (reprinted with permission from [IX] ©2019,
IEEE).

Fig. 61. Fraunhofer distances of the example phased array platform with different number of
active receiver paths (reprinted with permission from [IX] ©2019, IEEE).
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Example beam patterns of the channel power and ACP measured with the two
distances for a single element active and for all elements active are given in Fig 62.
Naturally, with small link distances, the received power is higher and hence the ACP also
is significantly higher. In Fig 62a, the beam pattern of the ACP with a low attenuation
value tends to be around three times narrower than the channel power beam. When the
attenuation is increased by 6 dB, the ACP is decreased roughly 18 dB, which is three
times more than the channel power. Hence, even in single antenna case with the used
measurement settings, the nonlinearity was dominated by the common path, i.e., the
components after the first LNA stages. In Fig 62c, the same case is shown for the larger
link distance. In this case, the received power was not enough to cause significant ACPR
and hence the results are noisy. In Fig 62b, the beam pattern with a 25 cm link distance
is drawn for all 16 receiver paths, i.e., 64 antenna elements active. As we can see, the
beams with a lower attenuation value are saturated from the middle. Additionally, in this
case, the distortion is dominated by the common path, similarly as in the single element
case. Obviously, having all elements active in this case would require a larger range
for the AGC or LNA bypass. Naturally, the beam shape is also very different as it is
measured in the near field. Fig 62d shows the beam patterns with a 2.1 m link distance
and all elements active. In the far-field case, only a little ACP raise is observed at the
center with the highest attenuation value. Hence, the AGC in the common path may be
enough for cases if the distance is in the far field.
The maximums of the channel power and ACP over the angular domain (i.e., the
peak maximums) are collected in Fig. 63a-b for the two link distances. In the figure, the
y-axis denotes the attenuation value at the common path, while the number of antenna
elements are in the x-axis. As the y-axis is in dB, the x-axis is also given in a logarithmic
scale with a base of two. In both link distances, doubling the number of elements gives
the same effect than decreasing the attenuation by 6 dB. From an AGC perspective, these
have the same functionalities. In this sense, varying the number of antenna elements can
increase the dynamic range of the gain control in phased array receivers. In cases when
the transmitter is very close, it may be beneficial to turn off some of the elements to
control the gain also by the array gain by switching the elements off. This helps in cases
when the parallel paths do not have any significant contribution to the distortion which
is very likely the case in mmW systems. This is because their operation is mostly based
on the high array gains and hence the receiver power per single element is assumed to be
small.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 62. Beam patterns of channel power and ACP measured with with two link distances
and a different number of elements. (a) 25cm link, single element active, (b) 25cm link, all
elements active , (c) 2.1m link, single element active, and (d) 2.1m link, all elements active.
(a) and (d) are reprinted with permission from [IX] ©, 2019 IEEE.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 63. Maximum ACPR measured with (a) near field and (b) far field with different antenna
configurations and attenuator settings (reprinted with permission from [IX] ©2019, IEEE).
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7

Discussion

The main achievements of this thesis are mostly at a conceptual level and not generally
in algorithm, RF design or any other domain directly. The research approach is highly
experimental, meaning that we first do experiments based on an initial analysis, then
observe what happens and try to go into detail based on the results. Experimental
here means both simulations and measurements. A good example of this is in [IV]
where it was observed that achieving linearization in the steering angle is a result of
combining multiple nonlinear components over-the-air. This observation was the starting
point in many of the thesis papers as well as the linearization part of this thesis. The
visualization of the linearized beams and spatial distortion behavior were in the key
role in improving the understanding by using example scenarios. The visualization
also played a role in MIMO performance evaluations in [I] where the resulting beams
based on the channel diagonalization are visualized in the examples. The sections of this
chapter summarize and discuss the main findings and propose future directions to apply
the concepts presented in this thesis.
7.1

Main findings

In general, link budgeting begins from the data rate and capacity requirements and goes
down to the component specifications. There are multiple good ways on how result in
the required specifications as the system needs to take into account the performance
boundaries of different blocks. In MIMO systems, flexibility plays the main role which
makes the specifications of a MIMO system not trivial to derive. Different nonidealities
have to be taken into account as the dominant nonideality depends highly on the transmit
and receive power levels, directions, radio channels, and multipath dynamics. Whenever
some nonideality is ignored in the analysis, one must take care that the scenario where
that particular nonideality has an impact is not significant. This can be taken into
account, for example, by using some maximum achievable SNRs or EVMs in the
analysis.
One approach for the MIMO link budget and performance evaluation is presented in
Chapter 2. The presented approach is intended to combine the analysis of radio channel
(including antennas) and power-dependent transceiver models to the spatial multiplexing
and beamforming in order to evaluate the link performance on the other side, while
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trying to specify the transceiver blocks on the other side. The main challenges from the
transceiver specification perspective were in the dynamics of the individual multipath
components and the corresponding clustered MIMO channels and their beams. This
results in rather significant power differences among the individual streams per PA
(and per beam) in the MIMO systems where multiple streams share the same hardware
resources. In such a case, the "noise-like" modeling of the RF nonidealities may not
be the most realistic approach as it intends to make the noise (including distortion)
content uncorrelated with respect to the signal data. In particular, when modeling the
nonlinearity, the distortion has a beam and hence the distortion also partly experiences
the antenna array directivity, though the realized beam may be still very different from
the beam of the fundamental signal.
In the multi-beam case, the problem was more carefully studied in Section 6, where
it was noted that in smaller arrays, the distortion associated with the streams that are
send with higher power interfere with the lower power streams. To cope with such a
scenario, the best case for the transmitter would be to sent all streams with equal power.
However, the section 6 analysis of the multi-stream scenario did not take into account
that the dynamics also has an impact on the receiver side that can make, in the worse
case, the higher power streams to block the smaller signals due to the fact that the AGC
has to balance between the noise and nonlinearity in the receiver. In those scenarios,
the link adaptation can help to balance the SNR requirements of different streams by
allocating less rate (i.e., lower MCS) for the weaker MIMO channels at the cost of a
reduced sum capacity over the streams. In particular, for single-user MIMO, using a
data rate instead of power to balance between the streams is obviously more friendly for
the RF transceivers, as it makes it possible to send streams with the same power and
receive them partly with a different power and SNR. In such a case, the system can also
produce potentially more power out from the PAs as the distortion terms can partly
spread to different directions than the fundamental signals if the other stream does not
significantly dominate the distortion.
The observations on the distortion the behavior in antenna arrays also give an
approach to process the distortion in space to perform linearization. In Chapter 5, this
was studied more carefully from the perspective of using a common DPD to linearize the
whole array of nonlinear transmitters. As observed, if the nonlinearity of the individual
Tx paths are different, linearizing the array in a certain steering achieves linearity by
spreading distortion to other directions. In other words, the linearization is performed
by combining multiple nonlinear components to make linear output. The concept is
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eventually very similar to feed forward, LINC and other similar linearization approaches,
but in this case, the behavior was more like an observation, instead of the intended
phenomena. Hence, the OTA combining happens automatically if the SISO model is
used to linearize the array.
Eventually, the directivity of the linearization means that not all spatial directions
are linearized. This has a major impact on how to understand the system level figures
of merit that the DPD intends to improve. In particular, this is related to the tradeoff
between the out-of-band distortion and in-band distortion in phased array systems when
designing the linearization schemes. When over-the-air combining is used to linearize
the transmitter, the linearity improvement in the main lobe is always worse than the total
radiated linearity if there are differences among the nonlinearities of the individual
transmit paths. This thesis has observed that more differences can potentially enable
better linearity in the steering angle, but at the same time the total radiated linearity
becomes worse. The observation ties together the array calibration, linearization and
beamforming. Furthermore, this means that the shape of the beam varies with the signal
envelope, even though the actual beamformer would remain constant. For example, in
[V] it was shown that the sidelobe level may vary as a function of the instantaneous
input and output power levels. In other words, the beam of the peak signal is different
than the beam of the average signal. This means that the common input of all elements
can still have an impact on the beam shape if the paths have different nonlinearity. This
can be evolved further to aim for processing the linear and nonlinear parts in different
ways by using the common DPD and tuning the shape of the nonlinear characteristics of
the individual paths together as in [143].
The observation in the distortion behavior and DPD directivity leads to two alternative linearization approaches for phased array. The first one is to let individual Tx
paths be different so that they can potentially cancel each other to perform directive
linearization, while the other one is to make all Tx paths similar to perform omnidirectional linearization. In nonlinear systems, this eventually requires that the nonlinearity
of the individual paths are pre-varied, for example, by using bias control or analog
predistortion, and the overall linearization is not performed only by the DPD. In [V], the
analysis and measurements showed that gate-bias control can be utilized to make the
PAs with a smaller signal more nonlinear that can then equalize the SDRs among the
individual paths. In such a case, the common DPD can linearize all directions. A similar
result could be achieved also, for example, by controlling the supply voltages of the
PAs. However, it is unclear how fast the bias can be eventually tuned in real systems to
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vary the beamforming amplitudes and phases among the scheduled data streams for
individual users. In [V], the example used amplitude tapering, which, in general, does
not require to be varied when the steering angle is changed. In particular, for those
scenarios, bias control is definitely one way to control the spatial shape of the distortion
in phased array while enabling also to control the PA efficiency. Bias control can also be
used for the directive linearization approach to make distortions of the parallel paths
different to have canceling effects over-the-air. These observations are important when
designing PA calibration, bias control, beamforming, and linearization concepts for
phased arrays.
In array DPD concepts, the feedback receiver arrangements dictate the practical
linearization strategy. The different conductive and over-the-air approaches presented
in this thesis can be exploited in different ways. The main point is that the chosen
approach depends on many factors and not a single feedback receiver arrangement
suits all scenarios. When designing RF architectures, using the same components
for multiple alternative tasks inside the array can significantly simplify and help to
solve design problems elsewhere. For example, the common feedback line concept in
[VII] reused the TDD switches for DPD training that simplified the feedback receiver
implementation only to one passive feedback line meandering between the paths.
Emulating the radio channel behavior by reusing the receiver paths and their phase
shifters is also one potential option to train DPD in real time. This is also one example
of how to reuse the transceiver architecture when designing the linearization concepts.
Reusing different transceiver blocks for multiple purposes may be one of the keys in
order to reduce the overall transceiver complexity. The possibility for real-time DPD
adaptation is particularly important in mobile networks where the radio channel may be
rapidly changing and antenna impedances are varying. Currently, the most promising
feedback receiver concepts place the feedback antennas in the near field very close to the
transmitter, or even adjacent elements are used as feedback paths and the unintentional
antenna coupling is taken as an advantage. In particular, in those systems, understanding
the wave characteristics in near field compared to far field and the wideband behavior of
the spatial combining, studied in Chapter 3 of this thesis, are extremely important.
7.2

Applicability of the results and future directions

The link budget approach presented in Chapter 2 can be used as a starting point for
specifying the MIMO systems. The individual models can be, of course, tuned and
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revised. Even though the link budgeting in Chapter 2 was mostly done for individual
users at a time, the overall approach works best for multiple users, each served with a
single stream and beam. In such a case, the overall beams can be assumed to have fewer
dynamics over the antennas (LOS assumption) and hence the phased array assumptions
and analog beamforming options suit the scenarios better. This would not really change
the approach as such but it would make the analysis more realistic as the individual
beams would be more related to specific distinguishable propagation paths.
The principles of modeling the distortion in antenna arrays in Chapter 3 and the DPD
concepts presented in Chapter 5 can be used especially in mmW phased array systems,
but also in other array architectures operating in different frequencies. For example,
currently the lower frequency systems also exploit the possibilities to simplify the DPD
linearization, even though each path would have an individual digital input. There the
common DPD schemes could simplify the DPD procedure, save processing power, and
even potentially achieve better linearity. This was proposed already in [119]. Combining
the multiple nonlinear components over-the-air has also similarities to the concepts
related with the low resolution DACs and ADCs in the antenna array systems. It has
been shown in recent papers, for example, in [15, 16], that digital beamforming is also
potential approach in mmW systems with a wide bandwidth if the converter resolution is
lowered. There the quantization causes nonlinear distortion, which is also spread to
space in different directions. In those concepts, discussed for example, in [144], the
literature has shown that the differences in signal levels among the individual paths is
the key in order to achieve a more effective number of bits with multiple parallel lower
resolution converters, each connected to individual antennas. In beamforming systems,
the differences can be purposely made by amplitude control at the transmitter and AGC
at the receiver. Hence, the directive DPD concepts could apply to those systems as well.
The directive linearization where the distortion had a notch in the steering angle
has also one potential benefit that is not often mentioned. This is related to the
security and quality of the data in other directions than in the main beam. If the signal
leaked to other directions is very distorted, it is challenging to decode the data in the
other than intended directions. This may be useful in systems aiming for high data
security. Signal-to-distortion ratio dependency on the transmit direction can also be
beneficial in radar systems. For example, in phased array radar it can be used to detect
whether received signal was transmitted towards the intended steering angle, or if it was
leaked unintentionally to some other directions. The same also applies also to channel
estimation procedures in communication systems that utilize phased arrays.
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The presented feedback receiver approaches may be useful in different systems,
especially when the designer has to make compromises on the system complexity and
the achievable performance. Furthermore, the presented feedback calibration scheme
can be applied to any over-the-air or conductive feedback arrangements by comparing
the results to the far-field observations. The OTA method may be the only option to
calibrate the calibration receiver to take into account the antenna effects. In addition
to the problem of measuring multiple PAs with the same feedback arrangements, the
feedback bandwidth and the power consumption of the observation Rx is considered to
be also important when moving towards wider signal bandwidths. For example, the
undersampling [145] approach, sub-band approach [146] have been proposed. Another
direction could be to reduce the number of bits in the feedback receiver ADCs as
proposed in [147]
The observation on the envelope dependent beam shapes of the distortion opens a
discussion on hybrid analog-digital linearization strategies for phased array systems.
Hybrid linearization makes it possible to make a trade-off between the directive and
omnidirectional linearization performances to shape the beam of the distortion. Whereas
a systematic approach for this is still missing in the scientific literature, the lessons
learned in this thesis can help researchers to solve the problem in the future. The
potential to focus the linearization to certain directions by spreading the distortion to
other directions has to be also taken into account in the system level specifications:
With a loose total radiated specification, one can freely spread the distortion within the
specs without violating the standard requirements. Hence, the authority that defines the
specifications should carefully consider if this can cause any additional harm to the other
systems in any case.
Most of the publications related to the phased array linearization, including this
thesis, assume that the signal is transmitted to a single distinct direction at a time. This
generally means that the assumed propagation conditions are assuming only single
distinct propagation path. This is valid in LOS channel, which is often the assumption in
the mmW system. However, it is rather challenging to guarantee the LOS conditions,
which means that the mmW systems have to be operational in NLOS propagation
conditions. In those cases, the used beamforming techniques (for example, MRT) are
required to have power differences over the paths as the signals are usually desired to be
transmitted as a linear combination of multiple propagation paths. Understanding DPD
linearization in those systems is one of the interesting topics for future work. This is
because there the beamforming requirements inevitably make the array elements to have
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different nonlinearity, but the signal is not only transmitted to a single direction and the
DPD model has to take into account the multipath radio channel.
As well as this, receiver distortion, potential blockage scenarios and AGC approaches
should be rethought in the array level. The analysis presented in Section 6.2 and paper
IX gives a starting point to derive what tools one may have to perform AGC and process
distortion in the phased array receiver. The observation of the near-field distortion
behavior can be of particular importance in future systems. There, in addition to the
directions of incoming signals, one must take into account the physical distance of the
interference source. This can be considered as one of the future directions to analyze the
distortion, not only in the transmitter far field, but rather in three dimensional space in
the physical propagation environment with spherical wave assumptions. Obviously, the
same trends apply to transmitters and could be taken into account in the DPD design.
Hence, the wideband near-field modeling and processing of spatial distortion may be
required to further improve the linearity of extremely large arrays. In those scenarios,
the guidelines given especially in Section 3 may be very useful.
In 6G systems that aim for even higher frequencies than the current 5GNR-FR2
systems, the waveform selections, RF, and system architectures are again under considerations. Higher frequencies mean more integration, more antennas (more transceiver
paths), more directivity, and more challenging measurements and testing. Again, the
researchers and industry have a chance to select the RF aware waveform to enable
better PA efficiency. In the 6G visions, the bandwidths expand from a few GHz to
tens or even hundreds of GHz. Realizing DPD linearization in such systems has to
tolerate serious memory effects which means even more complicated models than
in the present systems while the very high sampling rate makes the systems easily
very power hungry. Using such wide bandwidths requires one to rethink the standard
polynomial based models that rely on the FIR-based modeling of the memory with fixed
basis functions, even if those models can be significantly reduced by various pruning
techniques. Whereas many have started to employ neural networks [148, 149] and
other artificial intelligence (AI) methods for learning the coefficients, the author wishes
to see also new modeling approaches for PA modeling and DPD linearization. Such
approaches may be, for example, to rethink the generation of the basis functions in a
different way ,as in [150]. Another approach that is worth mentioning is to go towards
more physical modeling approaches of PAs and the overall transceiver. For example, the
infinite impulse response (IIR) approach presented in [151] could be useful for modeling
the physical delays in phased arrays more accurately.
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In any case, it is certain that the number of antennas increases even further in the 6G
systems which raises more interest for array linearization approaches in the future. In
addition, the possibility to use lenses, intelligent reflective surfaces, and other additional
antenna components to increase directivity further and even modify the propagation
environment may have an impact on the PA impedance environment and the radiated
distortion. Furthermore, as the system level requirements, and, for example, ACPR
specifications of 6G systems are not yet defined, it is the right time to carry out research
on studying the linearization potential in 6G systems. By doing this, the possible gaps,
outcomes, and the impact of different techniques can be taken into account in the early
phase of the standardization to enable the most innovative transceiver solutions. The
author expects that some form of linearization schemes are definitely required also
in 6G systems. Hence, the lessons learned in this thesis can help to find the suitable
linearization approaches for large beamforming arrays in 6G and further mix together
many signal processing challenges, RF and antenna design, radio channels, and system
level analysis.
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8

Summary and conclusions

This thesis presented approaches for specifying the RF system for MIMO communications under nonideal RF transceivers for mmW frequencies, studied the behavior of the
nonlinear distortion in phased array transmitters, and presented linearization concepts
for using DPD to linearize an array of transmitters with a single digital linearizer. As
well as this, distortion behavior in receiver arrays was discussed and analyzed. In the
first part of this thesis, the main research objective was to define a systematic approach
for performing an RF link budget and analyzing the performance of an entire radio
link in MIMO systems. This problem was approached by using simplified transceiver
models based on power dependent SNR and EVM behavior, while the radio channel was
modeled with simplified ray tracing, and the antenna arrays by simple memoryless
spatial combining. The antenna-dependent radio channels were clustered into several
MIMO channels, each associated to with certain independent data stream and transmitter
and receiver beamformers. The power-dependent link SNR behavior, containing both
the transmitter and receiver impacts, was generated for each stream individually and the
SNRs were mapped to the data rate by using adaptive modulation and coding schemes.
The beams were visualized and an example link budget scenario for providing a 10Gbit/s
per user data rate was presented. The main conclusion was that a blind link budget
design for multi-stream link results in large power differences between individual
streams. This may lead to problems due to the nonlinear distortion caused by RF power
amplifiers. However, this problem can be partly tackled by lowering the modulation
order of the weaker data streams, but this is concluded to happen at the cost of the
achieved data rate. Although in this thesis this approach was used for delivering multiple
streams for individual users, it was concluded to be more valid for single streams links.
To focus more on the nonlinear impacts of PAs in beamforming, the second part
of the thesis studied the nonlinear distortion in a phased array transmitter that uses
analog beamforming to steer and shape the beam pattern. In the analysis, the PAs
were modeled as LUTs or polynomials and the focus was on studying the impact of
spatial combining for the radiated distortion. The main observation was that if the
parallel antenna and PA paths have different nonlinear behaviors, the beam of the
distortion is different from the beam of the linear part of the signal. The differences
may originate from various sources such as undesired finite antenna coupling, natural
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PA differences, temperature variations over the array, as well as intended differences
caused by amplitude-varying analog beamforming. The observation sets a framework
to understand better the impact of nonlinear distortion in beamforming arrays and
differentiates the over-the-air characterized ACPR and EVM from each other. It was
proposed that the PA output amplitude can be also controlled by using PA biasing. In the
example case, the PA bias control was used for amplitude tapering and was compared
against the regular amplitude tapering scheme. The principle was to reduce the bias
current of the PAs with lower desired output power to drive them in a more nonlinear
mode. In fact, it was discovered that this may partly make the signal to distortion ratios
among the individual PA outputs more similar which could help the linearization of such
a system. Furthermore, this was shown to improve the efficiency of the system in the
studied sidelobe reduction scheme. The main drawback of the approach was that it
requires accurate calibration routines that also include phase control due to the fact that
the gate bias control has an impact on the output phase.
The found phenomena were utilized in the next section for spatial linearization.
The DPD linearization concept was tuned to be applicable for arrays and analyzed
in different ways by considering what the linearization target is, how the feedback
receiver observations can be measured, and how the overall DPD objective is constructed
based on the measurements. The main linearization target was chosen to be in the
steering angle, but it was discussed also that this is not optimal for the sake of total
radiated ACPR. The observation was that linearizing an array of transmitters in a steering
angle, creates a notch in the distortion if there are differences in the nonlinearity of the
individual paths. Even relatively small differences may result in directive linearization.
In an example case, amplitude tapering was used to reduce the sidelobes of the beam
pattern and the overall array was linearized by a common DPD trained in the main
lobe. The linearity was observed to be composed by combining multiple compressing
and expanding PAs over-the-air such that the PAs with a smaller input power had an
expansive AMAM shape while the PAs with a higher input power were compressing.
These results made the linearized response that resulted in a notch in the ACP and
in-band distortion in the training direction. It was observed also that such behavior
makes the beam shape dependent on the instantaneous input power level, i.e., the signal
envelope.
The alternative tapering scheme based on PA biasing was also studied together with
DPD linearization. This helped to make the signal to distortion ratios more similar at the
PA outputs when the DPD trained at the steering angle efficiently also linearized all
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other directions and improved TRACPR while still achieving good EVM, low sidelobe
level, and acceptable power efficiency. The drawback of the presented approach was that
as the bias control had a major impact on the output signal phase, an additional phase
calibration was required to compensate the effect.
This thesis also presented several different feedback receiver approaches for characterizing the array to be linearized and to train the DPD. The approaches were divided into
conductive and OTA methods. The OTA methods consisted of far-field and near-field
approaches. The conductive methods were divided into underdetermined, RF combined
and time-shared feedback methods. Different methods are suitable for different scenarios.
For example, if the PAs are very similar and only the input phase is controlled, the single
PA feedback may result in sufficient linearization results. However, in any other case,
the system requires to somehow model the overall array behavior. The RF-combined
approach was concluded to be an interesting approach, especially if it can utilize the
receiver paths of the array for the feedback, including the phase shifters of the receiver.
The time-shared feedback approaches measured the PAs in different time instants. An
alternative approach for the switchable path was presented that reused the TDD switches
of the array and simplified the feedback solution only to a single passive feedback line
meandering between the paths. Due to the differences in phase and amplitude responses
from the coupling points to the feedback output, a calibration scheme that was based on
additional OTA measurements was proposed. The calibration method was suggested to
be applicable also for other feedback architectures.
The final technical part of this thesis focused on the nonlinear distortion behavior in
multi-beam transmission and reception. In the transmitter side, it was observed that the
distortion associated with multiple data streams spreads in space to different directions
that are combinations of the individual transmit directions. This may potentially help the
system to drive the PAs harder in multi-stream transmission compared to single-stream
transmission while still achieving good in-band linearity in the reception. However, this
may be problematic from the ACPR specification perspective as the antenna array does
not reduce the overall distortion energy but just redirects it. The observation was that in
order to benefit from the effect, the individual transmit streams should have a fairly
similar transmit power. In the reception, the distortion was observed to have a similar
effect than in the reception that coupled the signals received from different directions
to each other. Therefore, even though the spatial filtering helps to reduce the blocker
power, the distortion components associated with the blocker may still interfere with the
desired signal. However, the dominant sources of the distortion in the receiver side may
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not be in the parallel paths as the signal level increases in the receiver chain towards the
ADC and the blocker power should be significant to make the individual receiver paths
very nonlinear. To address this scenario, a special case was demonstrated where the
transmitter was placed in the radiating near field of the array. In such cases, the system
can effectively have an impact on the far-field distance by switching elements on and off
to reduce the array aperture. This can be used to characterize the dominant sources of
distortion as well as an additional AGC method to control the power at the sum node of
the array.
The overall thesis consisted of a theoretical analysis, simulations, and experimental
verification using OTA measurements. The studies were mostly in the conceptual
level and the focus was on observing the phenomena and utilizing the findings to
linearize the array and to understand the system level impacts. Specific methods
related to the gate-bias assisted amplitude control in sidelobe reduction, combined
feedback architecture emulating the far-field behavior, and the simplified conductive
feedback architecture calibrated based on OTA measurements were found based on the
observations of the spatial behavior of the distortion in the phased array transmitters.
These techniques and the corresponding observations can be utilized to process the
distortion in the antenna arrays together with the beamforming and DPD linearizers.
The author expects that future systems take the advantages of the multiple transmit paths
for linearization purposes in 6G systems.
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